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Executive Summary
1

BACKGROUND

The Malahat Corridor is the primary link between the Capital Regional District (CRD) and the
rest of Vancouver Island to the north. The highway serves approximately 22,000 vehicles, or
30,000 person trips per day. An annual traffic growth rate of 1.5% to 2.5% is forecast.
The highway is experiencing increasing capacity, reliability and safety pressures. In response,
the Ministry of Transportation initiated this Malahat Corridor Study. The objective of the study is,
in consultation with a broad range of stakeholders, to develop a long-term transportation
strategy for the Corridor.
The study activities included two phases of analysis and consultation:


The first phase undertook basic analyses, and developed and conducted a preliminary
evaluation of 19 options. These were presented at workshops and open houses held in
June 2006.



The second phase undertook additional analyses in response to the consultation
feedback, and identified a set of five preferred options. More detailed evaluations were
conducted on the preferred options. The Phase 2 work was presented at workshops and
open houses in March 2007.

This report incorporates the findings of the analyses and the feedback from the consultation
processes.

2

PHASE 1 ANALYSES

Transportation Issues
The existing and potential future transportation conditions on the Malahat Corridor were
assessed in terms of reliability, safety and capacity. The main conclusions were:


Reliability is the primary transportation issue, with some lengthy road closures due
mainly to motor vehicle crashes.



Although the frequency and severity of crashes gives rise to road safety concerns, the
crash rate is lower than the provincial average for highways of a similar nature.



Although there are periods of minor congestion, for the most part capacity is not
currently a concern. Capacity will become an issue with the forecast traffic growth.

Responding to Issues
Since 2001, the Ministry has implemented approximately $8 million of improvements on the
highway, including median barriers, variable message signs and resurfacing. There is potential
to introduce additional localized measures to further improve traffic operations on the corridor.
However, to resolve the longer term capacity, safety and reliability issues on the corridor, future
improvements would also require the consideration of larger scale projects as discussed below.
July 2007
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Transportation Options
The study initially developed 19 preliminary options:


Alternate modes – Transit, Rail, Ferry and Combined alternate mode options



Bridge Options – 2 options crossing the Saanich Inlet



Highway Options – 4 options to improve the existing alignment and 6 new alignment
options.

Preliminary Evaluation
A preliminary evaluation of each of the options was conducted as the basis for the Phase 1
consultation activities. The primary evaluation parameters included:

3



Capital costs



Potential impacts on capacity, safety and reliability



Environmental and community impacts



Construction delays.

PHASE 1 CONSULTATION

The Phase 1 consultation activities included workshops and open houses conducted in June
2006, and web site, letter and telephone communications between June 2006 and April 2007. A
number of presentations were also given to First Nation groups.
The consultation feedback was received from open house response forms, e-mails and letters,
and submissions from the CRD, municipalities and stakeholder groups. The main finding was
that 72% of respondents favoured road based options and 25% favoured alternate modes.
In addition, there were requests for more information on the rail option, origin-destination
information and environmental impacts. Other suggestions included:

4



Enhanced enforcement and education to improve road safety



Integrating the study with regional planning initiatives.

PHASE 2 ANALYSES

The Phase 2 analyses included:


Additional surveys and analyses for the Rail and Transit options



Additional environmental analyses



A screening process to select a set of preferred options



A more detailed evaluation on the screened options.
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Rail and Transit Options
The Ministry and B.C. Transit appointed Halcrow Engineering to undertake surveys and develop
1
and assess the feasibility of rail and transit systems across the Malahat. The surveys included
traffic volume counts, roadside interviews and stated preference surveys. This information was
used to evaluate two Express Bus and two Commuter Rail options, including routing, schedules,
ridership forecasts, cost implications and potential impacts upon capacity, safety and reliability
of the Malahat Corridor.
Environmental Analyses
A detailed review of available data was undertaken to identify potential environmental issues
relating to the options, including the consideration of environmentally sensitive areas and
endangered species. The findings of this work are included in the screening and evaluation of
options.

5

EVALUATION AND SCREENING OF OPTIONS

Alternate Mode Options
The characteristics, potential ridership and costs of the Express Bus, Commuter Rail and
Ferry options were developed. A common characteristic was the low forecast ridership –
approximately 4% of peak hour travel. The evaluation findings were:
Benefits

Concerns

 Will provide a new travel choice and divert
some vehicle traffic from the Malahat

 The low levels of ridership indicate that these
options will not resolve future capacity issues.

 The promotion of alternative modes is
supportive of CRD policies

 Would provide only minor improvements to
safety and reliability

 Transit (Express Bus) is low cost and can be
implemented in a short time

 All would require operating subsidies - rail a
higher subsidy, transit a lesser subsidy

 The ferry would provide a tourism feature and
bicycle facility.
The relevant considerations for the screening of the alternate mode options are:


The public feedback conclusions were generally supportive of Transit and Rail options



Although none of the modes provide meaningful capacity, safety and reliability
improvements, they would provide a transportation choice for travel across the Malahat



The Transit option had the lowest costs and would be the quickest to implement.

The Transit option has been screened as a preferred option because its transportation
performance was similar to other options, but would have the lowest costs and would be the
quickest to implement.
1

Halcrow Consulting Inc., Malahat Travel Demand Study – Assessment of Inter-Regional Transit Options,
November 2006 (Included as Appendix K)
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Bridge Options
Potential bridge crossings over Finlayson Arm / Saanich Inlet were evaluated. Two main options
were identified:


North Peninsula - a 4 km multi-span crossing between north of Mill Bay and the
northern Saanich Peninsula



Highlands - a 1.4 km single span crossing between Bamberton and the Highlands.

The findings of the preliminary evaluation were:
Benefits
 Would resolve reliability issues and
significantly improve levels of road safety
 Highlands Option resolves future capacity
issues
 North Peninsula Option improves, but not
resolves future capacity issues.

Concerns
 High costs ($700 million - $1.2 billion)
 Significant community impacts caused by the
connector roads
 Potential environmental impacts
 Congestion impacts on downstream roads.

The public feedback conclusions were that bridges had less support than highway options. Both
of the bridge options have been discarded as preferred options due mainly to their high costs
and significant community and environmental impacts.
Existing Highway Alignment Options
Four options were developed for improving the existing alignment:


Widen Existing - widen the highway along the existing alignment through Goldstream
Park. Speed advisories will remain in effect ($200 - $250 million)



Improve Existing - widen the highway along the existing alignment, with some
improvements to remove sections requiring speed advisories achieving a minimum
design speed of 80 km/h ($300 - $400 million)



Double Deck – similar to Improve Existing, with a 520 metre double deck section
through Goldstream Park ($400 - $450 million)



Counterflow – approximately 6.5 km of 3-lane cross-section through Goldstream Park,
with the middle lane being reversible ($200 - $250 million).
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Except for the Counterflow, all the highways included a 4-lane cross section with a median
barrier. The findings of the preliminary evaluation were:
Benefits
 Have the least environmental and park
impacts of the highway options

Concerns
 All have some environmental and park
impacts

 Provide opportunities for phased construction  Will result in high construction-related delays
 Except for the Counterflow, significantly
 Although the 4-lane divided cross section
improve safety, capacity and reliability issues
improves reliability, they do not provide an
alternate emergency route.
 Widen Existing and the Counterflow the
lowest cost of the highway options.
Relevant considerations for the screening of the existing alignment options are:


With the exception of the Counterflow, all the options offer a significant degree of
improvement to capacity, safety and reliability



The public feedback conclusions were generally supportive of Widen and Improve
Existing alignments



The Double Deck option is the most expensive without incremental benefits.

The Widen Existing (lowest costs and environmental impacts / speed advisories) and Improve
Existing (higher costs / no speed advisories) options have been screened as preferred options.
New Highway Alignment Options
Six new alignment options were developed:


Near West – new alignment through Goldstream Park, between the southern boundary
and Tunnel Hill, and same alignment as Improve Existing through to Bamberton ($300 $350 million)



E&N – following the E&N alignment between Goldstream Park and the Summit, and
same alignment as Improve Existing through to Bamberton ($300 - $400 million)



Niagara Main - new alignment through Sooke Hills Wilderness Reserve, between the
southern boundary and the Summit, and same alignment as Improve Existing through to
Bamberton ($300 - $400 million)



Couplet - northbound traffic uses the existing route; southbound traffic served by two
lanes along the alignment of H6 ($250 - $300 million)



Shawnigan - a new alignment between Goldstream Park and Mill Bay ($400 - $600
million)



Far West - a new alignment to the west of the CRD (watershed) catchment lands
($1,200 - $1,500 million).
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The findings of the preliminary evaluation were:
Benefits
 Will result in less construction delays than
the existing alignments
 Provide partial or full alternate emergency
routes
 Except for the Far West, they resolve safety,
capacity and reliability issues.

Concerns
 Are mainly higher cost options
 Have the highest environmental and park
impacts
 Have less construction phasing opportunities
 Increase travel time and distance – Far West

Relevant considerations for the screening of the new highway alignment options are:


With the exception of the Far West option, all the options provide a significant degree of
improvement for capacity, safety and reliability



The public feedback conclusions were supportive of the new alignment options, in
particular Niagara Main



The Shawnigan option is more expensive than the other alignments, with limited
incremental benefits



The Couplet gives rise to operational issues for providing access between the
southbound highway and the properties on the existing route



E&N will result in the loss of the rail right-of-way.

The Near West and Niagara Main options have been screened as preferred options.
Summary
The following options were screened as preferred options and subjected to a more detailed
evaluation:


Transit – Express Bus service.



Widen Existing



Improve Existing



Near West



Niagara Main.
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6

PHASE 2 CONSULTATION

The Phase 2 consultation program was similar to Phase 1 in that it included use of the website,
stakeholder and local government information sessions, and open houses.
The conclusions did not indicate a distinct community preference.
Approximately 54% of weighted points from the feedback forms (246 were submitted) favoured
one of the five options. Of these, widening or improving the existing highway scored 10%, transit
scored 20%, and new alignments scored 25%, with Niagara Main option (17%) scoring about
double of Near West (8%).

7

DETAILED EVALUATION

A detailed Multiple Accounts Evaluation (MAE) conducted on the screened options concluded:
1. There is no option that performs either the best or the worst over all the accounts. A decision
on the selected option will require the consideration of trade-off benefits and disbenefits.
2. Although the Transit option performs the best over many of the accounts, it does little to
address the fundamental transportation issues of capacity, safety and reliability.
3. The Niagara Main option provides the best transportation performance, however, at the
expense of the considerations of the other accounts. It has the lowest benefit-cost ratio, and
is the least favorable with respect to the financial, environmental and social-community
considerations.
4. The Widen Existing option improves capacity, safety and reliability, and has the least
negative impacts of the highway options. It does, however, include some speed advisories.
5. The Improve Existing option has similar results to Widen Existing, except that the costs are
higher. Although the safety benefits of improving the alignment to eliminate the speed
advisories are not reflected at this level of analysis, they should receive consideration in the
final decision.
6. The Near West option achieves significant transportation improvements, although an
alternate emergency route is not provided between Tunnel Hill and the Summit. It does have
more environmental impacts than the existing alignment options, but is superior to Niagara
Main in this regard.
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8

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

Existing Transportation Issues
Significant upgrades are not required at this time. Capacity and safety are at acceptable levels,
and given the relative infrequency of closures, it would be difficult over the short to medium term
to economically justify a major highway project to primarily resolve reliability issues.
Road-Based Solutions
Road solutions best address long term reliability, safety and capacity issues, and are generally
the public's preference. However, all the highway options are costly and can have high
environmental impacts. The following four preferred highway options have been identified:


Widen existing alignment



Improve existing alignment



Near West



Niagara Main.

There is no option that performs either the best or the worst over all evaluation parameters. A
final decision on the selected option will require the consideration of trade-off costs, benefits and
impacts.
Express Bus Service
An Express Bus service over the Malahat will have limited benefits in resolving future
transportation issues. However, the implementation of this option warrants further discussion
with B.C. Transit, as it:


Provides another travel choice and diverts some traffic from the Malahat



Is supportive of the CRD TravelChoices strategy



Has moderate costs to initiate and can be introduced in a short time frame.

Short to Medium Term Improvements
Although localized improvements will not resolve the future transportation issues on the corridor,
there is still potential to improve levels of safety and reliability through measures such as:


Additional roadside and median barrier



Improved delineation



Additional laning



Enhanced RCMP enforcement, including additional enforcement bays.

Opportunities for such short to medium term measures should be identified and implemented as
funds become available.
Regional Transportation Plan
Regional and local governments are proposing a regional transportation plan to integrate the
planning of the major highways in the CRD. If this initiative proceeds, the Province should
consider participation as it would provide a useful input to the form and timing of future major
improvements to the Malahat Corridor.
July 2007
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1.0

Background

1.1

THE NEED FOR A STUDY

The Malahat Corridor is the primary highway connection between the Capital Regional District
(CRD) and the rest of Vancouver Island to the north. This approximate 20 km long segment of
the Trans-Canada Highway serves multi-purpose functions for:


Commuting, mainly between the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD) and the
CRD



Personal and business travel between the CRD and the rest of Vancouver Island



Vancouver Island tourism



The Island’s freight distribution network.

The Corridor serves about 22,000 vehicles daily, and is experiencing an increasing number of
pressures:


The levels of congestion on the highway are increasing, with the narrow sections at
times operating at capacity



A number of crashes occur, with resulting property damage, injuries and fatalities



Emergency road closures due to collisions, rockfalls and tree debris can result in large
numbers of motorists being delayed for lengthy periods.

As the population of the South Island communities continues to grow, there will be an
accompanying growth in commuter, commercial and personal travel over the Malahat. The
tourism industry on the South Island is expanding. These factors are expected to result in
increasing congestion which will impact safety and reliability on the Corridor.

1.2

THE STUDY OBJECTIVE

Recognizing these conditions, the Ministry of Transportation appointed Stantec Consulting to
formulate a Long-Term Transportation Strategy for the Malahat Corridor. The study objective
requires a strategy which will:


Identify and prioritize existing and future transportation needs along the Corridor, and



Develop the long term transportation modes and infrastructure improvements to respond
to these needs.

July 2007
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1.3

THE STUDY APPROACH

The study approach was to develop and evaluate the merits of a broad range of potential
transportation options for the Corridor, including the consideration of:


Interim safety measures



Improved and new highway alignments



A bridge across the Saanich Inlet



The use of alternate modes to the passenger car, such as ferries, rail and transit.

Planning decisions can have impacts on areas being served by the Corridor. Thus the strategy
was to:


Be developed in a consultative environment, recognizing the needs and preferences of a
broad range of stakeholders



Reflect and be compatible with other planning initiatives being undertaken in the
impacted communities



Include the consideration of a wide range of evaluation factors, beyond only costs and
transportation issues, such as impacts on communities, the environment and designated
parkland.

1.4

THE STUDY AREA

The study area is shown in Figure 1.1 - Study Area. The primary area is an approximately 20km section of the Trans-Canada Highway, from the proposed West Shore Parkway intersection,
south of Goldstream Park, to Bamberton.
In evaluating the impacts of the wide range of transportation options considered in the project, a
secondary study area was also defined, which includes:


Portions of the CRD and CVRD



The municipal areas of Langford, Highlands, Victoria, Saanich, Central Saanich and
North Saanich.

1.5

RECENT TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS

During recent years, there have been a number of improvements made to the Trans-Canada
Highway between Victoria and Nanaimo. The outcomes and potential impacts of these projects
required consideration in this study:
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North and South of the Malahat
The following improvements have been implemented as part of the Vancouver Island Highway
Project (VIHP):


To the north of the Malahat, between Bamberton and Nanaimo, the highway has been
widened and improved to a 4-lane arterial standard



To the south of the Malahat, between Spencer and Helmcken intersections, the highway
has been upgraded to a 4-lane freeway standard. Planning is also underway to upgrade
the Spencer Road and Admirals/McKenzie intersections to full interchanges.

While these highway improvements have had beneficial impacts, they have led to a mix of
design standards along the Trans-Canada Highway between Mill Bay and Victoria. The
upgraded sections are built to a 4-lane freeway, expressway or arterial standard, while the
section through Goldstream Park is a 2 or 3-lane highway with relatively low design speed and
limited capacity. Such mixed design standards will contribute to reduced levels of safety for
travel along a Corridor.
Short-Term Measures on the Malahat
Localized improvements have been made to the Malahat section of the route, including:


Pavement rehabilitation



Installation of median barriers on part of the route



Upgrading of signage and delineation to improve reflectivity



Introduction of rumble strips



Installation of variable message signs to warn of emergency road closures.

Although there is potential to introduce further localized improvements, the impacts of such
measures would be limited in their ability to resolve the long term capacity, safety and reliability
issues on the Corridor. The formulation of a long-term implementation framework, as is provided
through this Corridor transportation strategy, provides an important role in guiding the planning,
design and implementation of future improvements.

1.6

THE STUDY PROCESS

The study was conducted between October 2005 and June 2007, and included the following
phases:
October 2005 to May 2006: Phase 1 Analyses
The initial phase undertook the base analyses for the study, including:


Collecting available information, mapping and reports



Analyzing the transportation conditions (capacity, safety and reliability) and identifying
issues



Developing the candidate measures to respond to these transportation issues
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Incorporating the measures into a range of transportation options (19 in total)



Conducting a preliminary evaluation of these options.

June to July 2006: Phase 1 Consultation
The first round of consultation was conducted in this period. The main purpose was to present
the preliminary evaluation of the options and to obtain feedback on the pros and cons of these.
The consultation activities included:


Presentations to regional, municipal and other stakeholders, including First Nations



Open houses held in Duncan, Langford and North Saanich



The presentation of information on the Ministry web site, which was established at the
beginning of the project.

The findings of these consultation activities are summarized in Appendix C.
July 2006 to February 2007: Phase 2 Analyses
During this period, the following work was undertaken:


Stakeholder feedback was reviewed



Additional traffic and environmental2 studies were undertaken, including a detailed
survey of characteristics and preferences for travel over the Malahat3



The initial options were screened to a set of preferred options for addressing the
transportation issues along the Corridor



A more detailed evaluation was conducted on the screened options.

March 2007: Phase 2 Consultation
The second round of consultation presented the findings of the work undertaken between July
2006 and February 2007. The activities again included stakeholder presentations, open houses
and web site information.
The findings of these consultation activities are presented in Appendix D.
March to July 2007: Final Report
The study was concluded with an evaluation of the consultation feedback and the preparation of
this final report.

2

Golder Associates, Malahat Project – Preliminary Overview of Three Design Options in the Area of
Goldstream River to the Summit, September 2006, presented in Appendix I.
3
Halcrow Consulting Inc, Malahat Travel Demand Study – Assessment of inter-Regional Transit Options,
November 2006
July 2007
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2.0

Study Considerations

Two important principles adopted in the study were that planning in the Corridor:


Reflect and be compatible with other planning initiatives in the study area



Include the consideration of a wide range of evaluation factors beyond costs and
transportation issues, such as impacts on communities, the environment and parks.

This chapter introduces some of the considerations relating to these principles.

2.1

RELATED PLANNING INITIATIVES

There are a number of planning initiatives underway in the study area (discussed below) that
will either have an impact on, or will be impacted by, the outcome of this study.
The CRD’s TravelChoices Strategy
The TravelChoices Strategy is one of three ongoing implementation initiatives of the CRD’s
Regional Growth Strategy, the other two being the Regional Housing Affordability Strategy and
the Regional Economic Development Strategy.
The scope of TravelChoices, as directed by the Regional Growth Strategy, is that future
transportation systems should:


Enhance the quality of life in the region



Shift demand from automobiles to other modes, including walking, cycling and transit



Reduce the number of trips per person



Provide a functional and safe major street system for all users



Develop a continuous regional cycling network



Provide dedicated road space for transit and cycling.

The single key mission of the TravelChoices Strategy is to increase the proportion of walking,
cycling, transit, carpooling trips and the use of other alternatives to driving alone. The primary
message for the Malahat Study is that, because the Malahat traffic volumes do impact CRD
transportation conditions, the development of transportation options should include the
consideration of alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle.
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CVRD Planning
The CVRD does not currently have a regional growth strategy that would require attention in this
study. The relevant Official Community Plan document states that:


“The Trans-Canada Highway shall continue to be considered a controlled access
highway”



“The development of local or private roads intersecting with the Trans-Canada Highway
shall be discouraged unless in compliance the CVRD regulations and approved by the
Ministry of Transportation.”

Another consideration is that the CVRD requested BC Transit to study the feasibility of a bus
link between Greater Victoria and the Cowichan Valley. The findings of this study are discussed
in Chapter 7.
Official Community Plans (OCP)
The transportation options have the potential to impact a number of communities. It is important
that their preferences be considered in this study. Examples of OCP policies (for the District of
Langford) that could influence the direction of planning are:


Major roads should be designed to minimize the negative impact on surrounding
neighbourhoods



Major roads shall be developed in harmony with the local environment, and shall be
designed to be compatible with existing and proposed land use designations



In rural areas of the community, landscaping and view corridors shall be preserved and
maintained to the maximum extent possible.

Similar policy statements are made in other OCP documents. The message is the importance
that communities attach to protecting the environment and rural nature of their areas. Planning
cooperation will be required when considering a new highway or attracting increased traffic
volumes through a community.

2.2

FIRST NATIONS CONSULTATION

The Ministry is currently undertaking work to consider First Nation issues and concerns with
respect to the Malahat Corridor Study, and ensure that the Province’s duty to consult with First
Nations is met.
Consultation with First Nations in relation to the study was initiated in the summer of 2006. The
focus of the consultation has been twofold: first, to inform potentially affected First Nations of a
number of transportation options under development and second, to inform them of the
technical analysis in progress to address the safety, reliability, and capacity of the Malahat
Corridor. Work has been ongoing to effectively engage First Nations in a dialogue and to solicit
feedback on First Nations concerns.
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Due to their locations, eight First Nations were identified for consultation:


Cowichan First Nation



Malahat First Nation



Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group



Pauquachin Band



Te’mexw Treaty Association



Tsartlip Band



Tsawout First Nation



Tseycum First Nation

As part of the ongoing discussion with stakeholders, First Nations have been invited to
participate in the open houses and stakeholder workshops.
Project representatives subsequently met with the Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group, Cowichan First
Nation, Tsartlip First Nation, and Malahat First Nation to exchange further information and to
encourage dialogue. These First Nations have raised a range of issues with respect to potential
impacts on:


Socio-economic and community issues



Forestry



Treaty table settlements due to increased development and costs



Identified sacred sites



Wildlife and salmon stocks at Goldstream Park



Goldstream I.R. #13 – jointly held by 5 First Nations

As work proceeds to the conclusion of Phase 2, the Ministry is committed to ensuring that First
Nations are appropriately informed and consulted.

2.3

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS

The study area includes a number of environmentally sensitive areas that required attention in
terms of the potential impacts of implementing each transportation option.
Goldstream Park
Goldstream Park, located to the south of the study area, is a 477 ha park that includes:


167 campsites located in the south of the park, on the west side of Highway



The Freeman King Visitor Centre at the north end of the park, east of the Highway



An extensive network of interconnected nature walks, hiking and walking trails



Goldstream IR #13, located within Goldstream Park, and jointly owned by 5 First
Nations.
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The existing highway runs through the park. The entrance to the day use area is at the junction
of the Trans-Canada Highway and Finlayson Arm Road, and access to the campground is via
Sooke Lake Road. The most popular event is the annual salmon run, from late October through
December, at which time the park attracts a peak volume of visitors. At times, car parking
overflows from the designated parking areas onto the highway shoulders.
Important considerations are to:


Maintain safe and convenient access to the park



Be sensitive to the environment in the park



Coordinate planning with BC Parks, to reflect their future planning needs



Coordinate planning with First Nations, to ensure the Province meets its obligations with
respect to aboriginal interests.

The Sooke Hills Wilderness Regional Park Reserve
The 4,100 ha Sooke Hills Wilderness Regional Park Reserve, established in 1997, is the largest
park in the CRD. Its primary purpose is to provide a buffer to the CRD Waterlands to the west.
The park also has secondary objectives of environmental protection and outdoor recreation. The
key feature of the park, from a user perspective, is the development of a recreational corridor
that would serve as a section of the Trans-Canada Trail. The park and trail are shown in Figure
3.1.
There is an agreement, dated November 25, 1998, between the CRD and the Province that
requires the CRD to transfer land from this area to the Province upon request. This study does
consider potential alignments through the Reserve, which are covered by this agreement.
The CRD Waterlands
The CRD’s Watershed Management Plan sets the direction for the management of the Greater
Victoria Water Supply Area watersheds to protect, maintain and enhance water quality. The
Plan recognizes the primary role of the Water Supply Area in producing an ample supply of
safe, high quality water. It also recognizes the secondary role of the Water Supply Area in
providing regional conservation, biodiversity research and educational values and opportunities
where these do not compromise water quality goals.
The water supply for the Greater Victoria area comprises Sooke Reservoir, the Goldstream
Reservoirs (Butchart, Lubbe, and Goldstream) and Charters Reservoir. These reservoirs and
their watershed areas are shown in Figure 3.1.
This study did not consider potential highway alignments through the CRD Waterlands.
Trans-Canada Trail
The Trans-Canada Trail (TCT) is an 18,000 km recreational corridor winding its way through
every province and territory of Canada, linking 800 communities along its route. When
completed, this will be the longest trail of its kind in the world.
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SEE APPENDIX J FOR TRANS CANADA TRAIL ALIGNMENT
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The Provincial Government is a strong supporter of the TCT project, and is working with local
community groups and Trails BC in promoting the development of the trail. The trail will follow a
variety of corridors: abandoned railway lines, resource development roads, park and forest
trails, and some secondary roads.
The Sooke Hills Wilderness Regional Park Reserve provides for the section of the TCT linking
the Galloping Goose Trail to the south with the proposed Cowichan Valley Trail to the north. The
proposed alignment of the TCT within the Park Reserve is along the Niagara Main logging road
(also a natural gas pipeline route).
Several years of planning, including numerous legal agreements between the CRD, the
Province and private land owners, have taken place to date. Detailed planning and construction
of the facility is due to commence in early 2007.
The impact of highway options on the trail will be an important evaluation criterion for the study.

2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

The development of highway options through environmentally sensitive areas requires
environmental assessments. These identify the potential environmental impacts related to the
options. The ability of designs to mitigate or reduce impacts is a key evaluation factor.
Environmental Assessments are conducted in three distinct stages:


Phase 1: Review available data



Phase 2: Reconnaissance – survey the setting



Phase 3: CEAA Assessment – analyze the impacts.

The main principles of this approach are that:


The first two phases identify potential issues, as best they can, given available
information. Only once Phase 3 is complete, can definitive conclusions be drawn.



Phases 2 and 3 are significantly more extensive. Phase 2 review is normally conducted
on only limited options, with Phase 3 often only for the preferred option.

This study includes a Phase 1 review4 of available data (summarized in Appendix I) to identify
potential environmental issues relating to the transportation options, including the consideration
of the following features:


Environmentally sensitive areas



Fish and aquatic habitat



Vegetation and wildlife



Rare and endangered species

4

Golder Associates, Malahat Project – Preliminary Overview of Three Design Options in the Area of
Goldstream River to the Summit, September 2006.
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Archaeology and First Nation traditional use sites.

The information applied in this review was derived from a number of sources:


Sooke Hills Wilderness and Mount Wells Regional Parks Management Plan



Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory: East Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands (1993-1997)



Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management Terrestrial Information Mapping Site



Fisheries Information Summary System (FISS) Database



CRD Parks web site information



Provincial Heritage Register.

The environmental findings are applied in Chapter 13: Detailed Evaluation.

2.5

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

The evaluation of transportation options has been based on a Multiple Account Evaluation
(MAE) framework, a multi-criteria decision-making tool designed to provide a balanced
perspective on decision trade-offs.
Five accounts are applied in the MAE process:


Financial – the present value of capital, maintenance, rehabilitation and salvage values
over the life of the project for each option



Customer service – includes savings in time, crashes and vehicle operating costs
associated with each option



Environmental – summarizes the nature, degree and mitigation of the major
environmental impacts of the options



Social/community – documents external effects of the options on communities and social
values, with considerations being modified to reflect local issues



Economic – documents real income and employment benefits of the economic impacts
of the options.
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The following factors that have potential relevance to this study are categorized according to the
respective accounts:
Account
Financial

Proposed Factors
• capital costs
• maintenance costs

Customer Service

• user operating costs
• capacity and travel time
• road safety
• reliability
• construction delays

Environmental

• environmentally sensitive areas
• fish/aquatic life
• vegetation/wildlife
• endangered species

Social / Community

• compatibility with community plans
• disruption to residential communities
• impacts on trails and parks
• First Nations considerations

Economic

• support for new economic opportunities

The study included two stages of evaluation. The first was a preliminary evaluation of the
comprehensive set of 19 potential options, with the focus on:


Capital costs



Customer service considerations of capacity, safety and reliability



Environmental and community impacts.

The second stage conducted a more detailed evaluation of a set of preferred options. This
applied the full MAE framework, including quantitative benefit-cost analyses.
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3.0

Transportation Options

The study developed and evaluated a comprehensive range of transportation options to address
capacity, safety and reliability issues on the Corridor. The categories of options are introduced
in this chapter and developed in more detail in subsequent chapters.
The basic approach considered two main categories of options, namely:
 The promotion of alternate modes to reduce the amount of single occupant vehicle travel
over the Malahat
 The provision of additional highway capacity through road-based options
The following are the range of options considered in each category:
Alternate Mode Options

3.1

Road-based Options



Ferries



Bridge across the Saanich Inlet



Transit



Improve the existing highway alignment



Rail



Develop new highway alignments

FERRIES

The study considered the potential upgrading of the existing Brentwood Bay to Mill Bay ferry
service, operated by BC Ferries. BC Ferries had investigated a number of improvement options
in 2000 when the viability of the ferry was under review, but none of these could be
economically justified. They do not have current plans to upgrade this mode.
At that time, BC Ferries determined this route was not economically viable and redundant, since
the Malahat route provides a viable alternative. Subsequently (2001), the Provincial
Government announced that the route was being guaranteed through to 2011. BC Ferries is
currently soliciting alternate service providers for this route.
The inclusion of upgrading this ferry service as a component of the Malahat Transportation
Strategy requires that the service contribute significantly to the resolution of transportation
issues on the Corridor. This requirement is analyzed in Chapter 6 of the report.

3.2

TRANSIT

BC Transit does not provide a service across the Malahat. Their CRD service terminates near
Sooke Lake Road and the CVRD service in Mill Bay. There is private coach service running
between the north of the Malahat and Victoria. The first bus arrives in Victoria at approximately
10:00 a.m., so is not suitable for most commuters.
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The CVRD requested that BC Transit conduct a feasibility study into a bus service between the
CRD and the Cowichan Valley. This study has now been undertaken and BC Transit, in
consultation with the CRD and CVRD, is in the process of finalizing a decision on the future of
the service.
The transit option is analyzed in Chapter 7 of the report.

3.3

RAIL

The existing rail service is on the single track E&N Railway. Via Rail Canada runs the
passenger service on this line. There is a daily service between Victoria and Courtenay,
departing Victoria at 8:15 a.m. and returning at 6:00 p.m. Due to the schedule (north in the
morning) and fares, the existing service is more suited to tourists than commuter travel between
the residential areas north of the Malahat and the employment centers to the south.
The non-profit Island Corridor Foundation, a partnership of 13 First Nations and 5 local
governments, reached an agreement with Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) and RailAmerica
that transferred ownership of the E&N line to the Foundation. The Foundation has partnered
with the Washington Group to operate the E&N, upgrade the line, and develop other proposals,
including a commuter rail service in the south.
An evaluation of rail options is presented in Chapter 8.

3.4

BRIDGE OPTIONS

A bridge across the Saanich Inlet has been discussed over the years. This would provide an
alternative route to travel on the Malahat. Bridge options are limited by the water depth, the
width of the Saanich Inlet, and the availability and impacts of highway connections.
This study presents the preliminary considerations relating to two bridge options in Chapter 10.

3.5

HIGHWAY OPTIONS

Highway development in this Corridor is constrained by a number of factors, including
mountainous terrain, parks, a sensitive environment and the watershed for Greater Victoria’s
water supply system.
As part of the Vancouver Island Highway Project (VHIP), design work was completed on the
section between Bamberton and approaches to Goldstream Park. Upgrades for the section
within Goldstream Park were not developed. Further work on the Goldstream - Bamberton
section was put on hold due to uncertainties on how the section through the park would be dealt
with.
The highway options developed in this study build on this previous work undertaken by the
Ministry and the VIHP team. These options, discussed in Chapter 11, include:
 Improving the existing highway alignment
 Introducing new or at least partially new alignments.
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4.0

Travel Demand5

4.1

TRAFFIC VOLUMES

Traffic volumes were obtained from the Ministry’s permanent count station located on the TransCanada Highway, just south of South Shawnigan Lake Road, toward the northern end of the
study area. As there are only a few highway access points with relatively low volumes south of
this station, these traffic volumes are considered representative of the study corridor.
Daily Traffic Volumes
Daily traffic volumes on the Malahat are approximately:


Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) - 22,000 vehicles / day



Summer Average Daily Traffic (SADT) - 25,000 vehicles / day.

These volumes have remained stable between 2000 and 2006. Further information on historic
growth and seasonal variations of the daily traffic are presented in the Halcrow report.
Malahat Hourly Volumes (2006 counts)
The hourly distributions of traffic, northbound and southbound, are shown on Figures 4.1 and
4.2 respectively, and include for summer (August 2006) and fall (September, 2006) conditions.
TCH (south
ofNorthbound
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Road) northbound
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0

Time
Figure 4.1: 2006 Northbound Volumes

5

A major portion of the information in this chapter was obtained from the Halcrow Consulting Inc, Malahat
Travel Demand Study – Assessment of Inter-Regional Transit Options, November 2006.
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Figure 4.2: 2006 Southbound Volumes

The representative peak hour traffic volumes are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
Northbound

Southbound

Southbound

Friday afternoon
(4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.)
Weekday morning
(7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.)
Sunday afternoon
(4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.)

1

– Note that the Friday p.m.
demand is higher than the
measured 1,450 vph, as queues
form upstream of the bottleneck
at the 2-lane to 1-lane merge
point, north of Spencer Road.

1,450 vph1

1,250 vph

1,300 vph

Vehicles / Hour

The relative magnitude of the volumes is depicted in Figure 4.3. Based on these volumes, the
Friday afternoon conditions will be applied as the critical period in the capacity analyses.
1500

Peak hour volumes

1000
500
0

Weekday a.m. Sunday p.m.
southbound
southbound

Friday p.m.
northbound

Figure 4.3: Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
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Future Hourly Volumes
The CRD applies a comprehensive EMME/2 travel demand model for transportation planning in
its area. The model indicates the following northbound p.m. peak volumes on the Malahat route:


A 2003 base year volume of 1,407 vph, which is consistent with the current measured
traffic flow of approximately 1,450 vph



A projected 2026 volume of 2,254 vph.

This projected volume reflects the prevailing assumptions at the time of modeling, with regard to
factors such as the population and employment growth rates in the CRD and CVRD. Based on
work undertaken as part of the West Shore transportation study, allowances were proposed for
induced travel (i.e. trips currently being ‘suppressed’ due to the lower level of service on the
Malahat) and redistribution of commuters (e.g. workers relocating to Cowichan Valley for a
lower cost of living or preferred lifestyle, while retaining employment within the CRD). A resulting
future demand of 2,500 vph northbound in the p.m. peak hour was identified, which represents
an annual growth rate of about 2.5%.
Table 4.2 presents a summary of the current and projected volumes on the existing highway,
derived by applying a 2.5% p.a. growth rate between 2006 and 2026.
Table 4.2: 2006 and 2026 Peak Hour Demand
Peak Period

4.2

2006 Demand

2026 Demand

Weekday a.m. southbound

1,250 vph

2,100 vph

Friday p.m. northbound

1,450 vph

2,500 vph

Sunday p.m. southbound

1,300 vph

2,180 vph

VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION AND OCCUPANCY

Roadside classification and vehicle occupancy counts were conducted for four days between
7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. from July 31st to August 3rd, 2006. The survey site was located just
north of Finlayson Arm Road. Counts were conducted in both directions.
The detailed findings from these counts are presented in
the Halcrow report and summarized in the table. The points
of note are:


Almost 50% of the traffic comprises single occupant
vehicles



The average vehicle occupancy is 1.74



Trucks account for about 6% of the total vehicles.

Cars – 1 occupant

49%

Cars – 2 occupants

30%

Cars – 3+ occupants

15%

Light trucks

3%

Heavy trucks

3%

Buses
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The relative magnitude of the vehicle classes and occupancies on the Malahat Corridor are
depicted in Figure 4.4.

Vehicle Classification and Occupancy
50%
45%

% of vehicles

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Car - 1
occupant

Car - 2
occupants

Car - 3+
occupants

Light truck Heavy truck

Bus

Figure 4.4: Vehicle Occupancies and Classification

4.3

MODE USE

Carpools and Vanpools
Vanpools currently provide the only alternative means of transportation for those commuting
between the CVRD and the CRD. The Jack Bell Foundation organizes carpooling and
vanpooling services by providing vehicles and arranging for ride-sharing groups. Currently,
there are approximately 30 vehicles (both vans and cars) in service between the CVRD and the
CRD, including 19 vans, totaling approximately 250 riders. The majority of these vanpools serve
South Cowichan Valley residents who work in or near downtown Victoria.
Existing Mode Use
The current weekday mode use (September 2006) is summarized in Table 4.3. This has been
derived by applying the respective traffic volumes and car occupancies in the a.m. and p.m.
peaks, and deducting the rideshare trips. The resulting mode use for cars is 91% and 94% for
the a.m. and p.m. commute trips respectively.
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Table 4.3: Existing Mode Use

Item

1

Morning Peak
Southbound
(6 a.m. – 8 a.m.)

Afternoon Peak
Northbound
(4 p.m. – 6 p.m.)

1.

Total car trips

2,200

2,500

2.

Average car occupancy

1.21

1.71

3.

Total person trips (1 x 2)1

2,700

4,250

4.

Carpool and vanpool person trips

250

250

5.

Car trips (3 – 4)

2,450

4,000

6.

% using car (excluding vanpools) (5 ÷ 3)

91%

94%

– Refer to row numbers.

Forecast Mode Use
To assess the market demand for possible new transit and rail modes between the CVRD and
the CRD, a Stated Preference Survey was undertaken. In this survey, potential users of new
transit modes were offered several hypothetical, but realistic, travel scenarios. Based on the
choices presented, respondents were asked to state their preferred method of travel.
The primary output of the survey is a series of mathematical (logit) models upon which the
diversion of auto demand to rail or bus alternatives can be estimated. The detailed findings of
these surveys and model application are discussed in the respective modal chapters on the
transit and rail options.
Further details on potential mode usage are presented in the Halcrow report.

4.4

TRIP PURPOSE

An origin-destination (OD) survey was conducted between July 31 and August 3, 2006.
Information from the OD survey included the trip purpose and drivers’ residence for traffic on the
Malahat. The survey results were converted from summer average weekday conditions to
average fall weekday traffic conditions.
Table 4.4 presents a summary of the findings on trip purpose for summer and fall conditions:
Table 4.4: Trip Purpose of Malahat Traffic
CRD and CVRD Residents
Commute Trips

Other Trips

Non-resident
Trips

Summer

28%

45%

27%

Fall

35%

48%

17%

Time Period
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The points of note are:


The majority of trips are made by CRD and CVRD residents - 73% and 83% for the
summer and fall respectively



As would be expected, the summer trip composition is characterized by more tourist or
non-resident trips – 27% versus 17% for the fall



During the fall, approximately 35% of daily trips are commute trips.

This trip purpose information is useful when considering the potential of an alternate mode to
attract current car travelers. Further detail on trip purpose is presented in the Halcrow report.

4.5

EXISTING TRAVEL PATTERNS

The findings of the OD survey provided insight into the origins, destinations, and permanent
residences of Malahat highway users. An estimate of existing p.m. peak northbound travel
(person trips), as derived from this information, is summarized in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Origins and Destination of Northbound PM Peak Traffic on the Malahat6
South
Cowichan

North
Cowichan

Downtown Victoria

236

142

Victoria / Esquimalt/Oak Bay

478

Saanich7

Origins / Destinations

North of
Duncan

Total

%

282

660

18

393

403

1275

35

214

258

299

770

21

North of Saanich

47

56

66

169

5

Western Communities

235

247

133

618

17

Other

74

53

44

170

4

Total

1285

1149

1228

3662

100

Percentage

35%

31%

34%

100%

6

The base values for this table were obtained from the Halcrow report. Some of the information has been
aggregated to simplify presentation.
7
The Saanich and North of Saanich values were disaggregated applying proportions from the CRD travel
demand model
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These CRD origins and CVRD (and north) destinations are presented diagrammatically in
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The following are points of note:


There are no significant concentrations of origins / destinations on either side of the
Malahat



The Victoria CBD is not a major generator (18%) – this could limit the viability of a
commuter rail system serving the CBD



The northern Peninsula serves only 5% of the traffic – a consideration discussed in the
evaluation of the Ferry option.

These values were applied to derive ridership forecasts in the development and evaluation of
transit and rail options.

4.6

FUTURE (2026) TRAVEL PATTERNS

The CRD uses a comprehensive travel demand model (EMME/2) for transportation and land
use planning. The 2026 forecast traffic from the various CRD zones to the Malahat has been
analyzed to derive the aggregated proportions of Malahat-bound traffic as shown in Table 4.6.
These volumes have been applied in analyses relating to the Malahat options.
Table 4.6: Origins of Northbound PM Peak Traffic on the Malahat
Proportion of
Malahat Traffic

Origins

July 2007

Victoria / Esquimalt / Oak Bay

39%

Saanich

27%

North of Saanich

11%

Western Communities

23%
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North
Peninsula 5%

Saanich 21%

Western
Communities
17%

Victoria
CBD 18%

Victoria / OB
Esquimalt 35%

Figure 4.5: Origins of Malahat Northbound Traffic - PM Peak

34%
North of
Duncan

31%
North
Cowichan

South
Cowichan

35%

Figure 4.6: Destinations of Malahat Northbound Traffic - PM Peak
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5.0

Traffic Issues and Responses

5.1

CAPACITY CONSIDERATIONS

Existing Capacity
The capacity of the Malahat route is constrained by the one lane per direction sections through
Goldstream Park. From observations, the route runs at capacity in the northbound direction
during the Friday afternoon peak period. At these times, traffic flows of 1,400 vph have been
measured downstream of the route bottleneck at the 2-lane to 1-lane merge point, north of
Spencer Road. This measured capacity is consistent with the peak hour volumes measured at
the Shawnigan Lake Road counting station.
As shown in Appendix A, Highway Capacity Manual calculations indicate a theoretical capacity
of about 1,300 vph for the existing highway. The measured capacity, rather than this theoretical
value, has been adopted as the single direction capacity of the highway. This value has been
applied for the single lane sections of both the northbound and southbound directions.
The conclusions on the capacity of the existing highway are:


The existing demand exceeds available highway capacity with the current northbound
Friday p.m. volume



The future (2026) volumes will be significantly in excess of existing capacity – a Friday
afternoon peak demand of 2,500 vph versus the capacity of 1,400 vph. Capacity will also
be exceeded in all the morning and afternoon commuter peak periods.

Addressing Capacity Issues
The basic means of addressing capacity constraints are:


Increasing capacity with wider or new roads, and/or



Reducing demand through the use of alternative travel modes.

Capacity analyses show that, to accommodate the demand, two lanes are required in the peak
direction, i.e. a 4-lane cross section (Appendix A). The results indicate a capacity of 2,700 vph
on the section of the highway with the maximum sustained grade. This is significantly less than
the theoretical 2-lane capacity of 4,000 vph that could be achieved in more ideal circumstances
with lower grades.
The conclusion for a 4-lane highway is that the 2026 travel demand of 2,500 vph could be
accommodated at a level of service D at the critical section. The level of service would be higher
along the remainder of the highway, with the lower grades.
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The alternative approach of reducing demand will require consideration of enhanced transit,
ferry and rail systems. To avoid the need for widening of the route, these modes will need to
divert 1,100 vph from the Malahat:


Demand in 2026 = 2,500 vph



Existing single lane capacity = 1,400 vph



The resulting future capacity shortfall = 1,100 vph.

The potential for these modes to divert this volume of traffic are discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and
8 for ferries, transit and rail respectively.

5.2

ROAD SAFETY

Existing Conditions
Crash statistics were obtained from the Ministry’s Highway Accidents System (HAS) for the fiveyear period 2000 to 2004. This database represents only police-reported collisions. The analysis
of this data, as presented in Appendix B, includes the following:


Overall crash frequencies, by severity and year



Crashes by location and direction



Road conditions at the time of the crash



Temporal characteristics – time-of-day, day-of-week, month



Crash types



Contributing factors.

The following is a summary of the findings of this analysis:


Average of 53 crashes per year, including:
– 1 fatality
– 26 injury crashes
– 26 property damage only crashes



The crash rate, or crashes per million vehiclekilometers, is lower than the provincial average for
this type of road, namely 0.35 versus 0.48



The locations with a higher frequency of crashes are
at major intersections and merging sections,
including:
– Shawnigan Lake Road intersection.
– Southside of Tunnel Hill, at the southbound
merge from two to one lane
– Goldstream Park parking area, at the entrance



A similar number of crashes occurs in each direction



10% of crashes occur in snow, ice and slushy conditions
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There are no distinct time-of-day crash patterns



Saturday has almost double the number of crashes than the other days. March and
October have marginally more crashes than the other months

Contributing Factors



Most crash types are single vehicle off road, with 25%
to the right and 18% to the left. Approximately 15%
are rear end



The significant contributing factors for the injury /
fatality crashes are:
– Driving without due care (18%)
– Alcohol (12%)
– Speed (11%)
– Fatigue (9%)
– Weather (8%)

The conclusions from these analyses do not identify distinct crash patterns requiring focused
attention in the development of future highway options. Specific countermeasures can however
be introduced to address some of the crash types.
In summary, although there are a significant number of crashes occurring, the statistics indicate
that the Malahat route is relatively safer than other similar routes in BC. There is, however, still
potential to reduce the level of crashes on the highway.
Addressing Road Safety
Road safety programs normally consider the application of integrated “3 E’s” initiatives, i.e.
Engineering, Enforcement and Education. Although the behavioral responses of Enforcement
and Education provide significant benefits, and should be promoted, the focus of this study is on
the Engineering measures. These measures could include facilities such as enforcement bays
which would contribute to improved effectiveness for enforcement initiatives.
The Ministry has introduced a number of localized safety improvements on the highway, such
as median barriers at some high crash sections. Although these measures have been
successful in reducing the severity of crashes, and more are still being implemented, it is
generally accepted that a more comprehensive and systematic approach would be required to
resolve the long term capacity, safety and reliability issues on the Corridor.
The project options include the development of safety-based design criteria for potential
highway improvements. This study makes use of the research conducted for the Sea-to-Sky
project, which led to the following basic approach for the Malahat Corridor:


Two lanes in each direction – improving design consistency and providing more and
safer passing opportunities



A median barrier – to prevent head-on collisions.
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5.3

RELIABILITY

Existing Conditions
There is no comprehensive database on road closures caused by crashes on the Malahat.
Partial information, between 1999 and 2005, was obtained from the Ministry. Although this
database is incomplete, it does indicate some of the characteristics of these closures. The
following is a summary of this data:
Total Crashes

72

Closures both directions

30

Closures southbound only

5

Closures northbound only

6

Closure direction unknown

13

Total Closures

54

Number of Closures

The following points are worth noting:


On average, there were 9 closures recorded annually (54 in 6 years)



75% of MVA’s (54 of 72) led to road closures



At least 55% (30) of these were closures in both directions.

The duration of closures for the 37 incidents which have this information available is:
less than 1 hour

8

1 to 2 hours

9

2 to 3 hours

6

3 to 4 hours

4

4 to 5 hours

5

6 to 7 hours

1

7 to 8 hours

2

11 to 12 hrs

1

20 to 21 hrs

1

Total

37

Duration of Closure (in hours)

At least 29 closures, or 5 per year, were for more than an hour. There were also 5 closures with
delays exceeding 5 hours. A number of these closures occurred in the peak hours.
Although complete statistics are not available, it is apparent that road closures lead to significant
delays on the Malahat route.
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Discussion on Road Closures
Crash-induced delays result mainly from the lack of alternate emergency routes and the
operational constraints of 2-lane and undivided sections. To help develop an understanding of
the contributing causes of delays, Table 5.1 presents the sequence of events following a motor
vehicle crash8:
Table 5.1: Sequence of Activities Following a Motor Vehicle Accident
Stage

Comments

Crash reported

• Cell phone to 911 (Operations Control Centre – OCC)
• Operator contacts relevant detachment – Shawnigan / West Shore – boundary
at Aspen Rd.
• Will also contact Fire / Ambulance as necessary.

Travel to incident

• If no blockage, most sites can be accessed within about 10 minutes
• With blockage, will have to maneuver through traffic using the shoulder etc –
can generally get there in 30 minutes (maybe 20 minutes if there are 2 lanes)
• Cannot travel in opposing lane unless it is certain that there is no oncoming
traffic – if cars can make u-turns, then one can never be sure.

Life and limb

• Attend to life and limb – first priority
• This is normally done by Ambulance / Fire.

Initial
assessment

• If serious or complicated, summons VIDTS (Vancouver Island District Traffic
Services) for site investigation
• Must also assess whether there are potential criminal charges – dangerous
driving / impaired / negligence – this could influence the extent of the
investigation
• Call out the maintenance contractor / tow truck.

Gather evidence

• If non-criminal, not serious, good weather and daytime, the police can measure,
photograph and clear quickly
• However, if complex, dark, poor weather, limited evidence – this task can take
much longer.
The investigation is generally the stage that takes the most time in the worst-case
scenario. The Police are required to gather whatever evidence they can for future
legal proceedings.

Divert traffic

8

• If there is an alternate route, the contractor can flip Variable Message Signs to
divert traffic
• Flagpersons (maintenance contractor) can direct traffic past the crash site, if
there is a median barrier / median break and 2 lanes in the opposing direction.

From discussions with the RCMP
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In considering a wider roadway cross section, the following points are noted:


From a reliability perspective, the main benefits of a median barrier relate to a simpler
crash investigation:
–
–

the crash is generally less severe, i.e. side swipe / rear ender
evidence is more contained



With 4 lanes and median barriers, flagpersons can direct traffic, via a median break, past
the crash site



In the worst-case scenario, travel times to the site are not significant contributors.

Table 5.2 summarizes the potential worst-case scenario delays for a range of highway options:
Table 5.2: Summary of Delay Implications – Worst Case Scenario (in hours)9
Situation

Travel to Preliminary Gather
Time to
Incident Assessment Evidence Clear Site

Time to Start
Moving Traffic

Directions
Impacted

No median barrier

0.5

0.5

5-6

6.5

6.5

Both
directions

Median barrier /
single lane

0.5

0.5

2-3

3.5

3.5

1 direction

0.310

0.5

2-311

3.3

212

1 direction

0.3

0.5

2-3

3.3

0.513

1 direction14

Median barrier / 2lanes per direction
Alternate route

Note that the times shown are only for traffic to start moving, and do not include for overall
delays, e.g. including queue build-up and reduced capacity. In summary, the worst-scenario
situations improve significantly with:


The introduction of median barriers (6.5 to 3.5 hours)



Widening and median barriers (down to 2 hours)



An alternate route (down to 0.5 hours).

9

From discussions with the RCMP
Reduced because of extra lanes and more wiggle-room
11
Generally a simpler investigation for a 4-lane divided highway, because the crash is generally less
severe (side swipe / rear ender) and evidence is more contained
12
With flagpersons, traffic can be diverted via a median break into one of the opposing lanes. This is the
time required to get flagpersons to the site and make the system operational
13
This is the time required before the signs are flipped
14
The traffic caught behind the crash, between the start of the diversion and the crash site, will also need
to be cleared
10
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Addressing Reliability
The Ministry has prepared a traffic management plan for managing traffic during emergency
closures. This plan includes changeable message signs, the Drive BC web site
(www.drivebc.ca), webcams and some emergency routes. However, given the limited width on
sections of the existing route and the lack of convenient alternative routes south of the
Shawnigan Lake Road intersection, this plan is restricted in its ability to provide a satisfactory
solution.
The candidate responses for improving reliability include the following:


Providing alternate emergency routes, e.g. new highway alignments would offer this
opportunity, with the existing highway being the alternate



Providing a 4-lane divided cross section



Providing emergency vehicle turnarounds to improve accessibility to a crash site



Introducing driver information systems, e.g. advising drivers of emergency vehicle
closures and recommended routes.

5.4

SUMMARY OF TRAFFIC ISSUES

The foregoing analyses have highlighted the following with respect to the traffic conditions on
the highway:


Capacity - with the exception of the Friday p.m. peak, the highway generally operates at
an acceptable level of service. The level of congestion will however increase with traffic
growth.



Safety - although significant crashes occur, the crash rate is below the provincial
average for this class of road.



Reliability - the major transportation issue as road closures lead to lengthy delays for
traffic.

The primary response to address the issues relating to the three considerations is the provision
of a 4-lane divided cross section. In addition, the following measures should be considered in
the development of the options:


The introduction of alternate modes to reduce traffic volumes



An alternate highway alignment



Emergency vehicle turnarounds



Enforcement bays.
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6.0

Ferry Options

6.1

THE EXISTING SERVICE

The study considered the upgrading of the existing Brentwood Bay to Mill Bay ferry service
(shown in Figure 6.1) as an alternative to travel over the Malahat. The current service, operated
by BC Ferries has:


A one-way travel time of 25 minutes (excluding waiting and loading times)



Fares of $5.40 per passenger / $13.55 per vehicle for a single trip, and $3.30 per
passenger / $11.85 per vehicle in a book of 10 prepaid tickets



A schedule that runs nine times per day in each direction, between 7:30 a.m. and 6:30
p.m.



An interval between ferry crossings of 1 hour 10 minutes, i.e. about one crossing per
direction per hour



A vessel capacity of 18 vehicles.

6.2

FUTURE PLANNING

BC Ferries had investigated a number of improvement options in 2000 when the viability of the
ferry was under review, but none of these were economically justified. They do not have current
plans to upgrade the route.
At the same time, BC Ferries concluded that this route was not economically viable, and was
redundant, since the Malahat route provides a viable alternative. In 2001, the Provincial
Government announced that the route was guaranteed through to 2011. Six million dollars was
set aside to pay for a ferry refit, to upgrade the docks, and to fund an operating subsidy.
Currently, the route receives a service fee of $1.4 million/year from the Province.
BC Ferries is currently soliciting alternate service providers for the route. This process will
determine the economic viability of the existing service and potential for an expanded operation.

6.3

FERRY OPTIONS

The considerations for attracting ridership from existing car travellers would be to increase the
capacity and reduce the travel times of the existing service. Two basic options, an improved car
ferry and a passenger ferry were considered.
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Improved Car Ferry
The existing vessel is old (built in 1956) and has a limited capacity of 18 vehicles. The capacity
of the route could be increased by acquiring another similar vessel, or replacement by a larger
vessel. The former option would only double the capacity of the route to about 40 vph. Bearing
in mind that by 2026 the existing highway would have a demand of 1,100 vph in excess of
capacity, this increase would be insignificant in terms of resolving future capacity constraints.
A more aggressive replacement option, an expanded service by two ferries, was considered.
The ferries would be similar to the current Queen of Capilano, which runs between Horseshoe
Bay and Bowen Island, each with a capacity of about 85 vehicles. These vessels would cost
approximately $30 million each. With one run per vessel, per direction, per hour, the capacity of
this route would be 170 vph.
Passenger Ferry
The provision of a passenger-only ferry, with park-and-ride facilities and a coordinated BC
Transit service at both terminals, was also considered. The capital and operating costs of a
passenger ferry would be cheaper than a car ferry, have a higher people-moving capacity and
shorter turn around times.
A vessel similar to the SeaBus in Vancouver was considered. This vessel, with a capacity of
about 400 hundred passengers, is estimated by TransLink to cost about $10 million. With two
vessels, and reduced travel and boarding / off loading times, a capacity of 800 passengers an
hour could be provided – each vessel traveling at approximate headways of 30 minutes.
The likelihood of whether this level of demand could be generated is discussed in Section 6.4.
Also, significant increases in demand would require reconstruction of the ferry terminals and the
provision of associated park-and-ride and transit facilities.
Routing and Terminals
A shorter, more direct crossing could lessen the trip length to around 20 minutes, a saving of
only 5 minutes per direction. Potential locations considered for terminals include:


Mill Bay



Bamberton (access to the highway is long and the grade is steep)



Cherry Point (the foreshore is too shallow)



The Pat Bay Coast Guard area in Deep Cove.

An alternate terminal location would require land acquisition and new or upgraded access
roads. The resulting ferry routes would not be significantly shorter. It is anticipated that the local
communities would also have concerns about the introduction of ferry-bound traffic and new
terminal construction. For these reasons, alternate terminal locations were not further
considered in the study.
The car and passenger ferry options on the existing route both included a provision of $10
million for terminal upgrades to cater for the increased passenger volumes.
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6.4

RIDERSHIP FORECASTS

Detailed ferry ridership forecasts were not conducted for the study. The approach was to first
develop a high level estimate of ferry volumes, reflecting both the travel demand patterns and
the relative car and ferry travel times between Mill Bay and various CRD destinations. Should
the preliminary evaluation indicate that a ferry system could be potentially viable, then more
detailed forecasting work could be undertaken in subsequent planning stages.
Relative Travel Times
Table 6.1 summarizes approximate travel times for a car and passenger ferry between Mill Bay
and four destinations in the CRD. These times are door-to-door, including all components of the
trip, and assume that there would be no sailing waits. The destinations were selected to provide
a representative coverage of the CRD area.
Table 6.1: Approximate Travel Times via Ferry Between Mill Bay and
CRD Destinations - Travel Times (in minutes)
Option

Car Ferry From Mill
Bay to:

Passenger
Ferry From Mill
Bay to:

Destination

Drive to
Terminal

Wait and
Load

Sailing
Time2

Drive to
Destination

Parking /
Walking

Total

C. Saanich

5

20

30

7

5

67

Langford

5

20

30

27

5

87

Saanich

5

20

30

17

5

77

Victoria

5

20

30

29

5

89

C. Saanich

5

10

25

51

2

53

Langford

5

10

25

351

2

77

25

23

1

2

65

42

1

2

84

Saanich
Victoria

1

– Express bus, with limited stops
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Table 6.2 compares these ferry travel times to car travel times over the Malahat for trips
between Mill Bay and the same CRD destinations.
Table 6.2: A Comparison of Ferry and Car Travel Times Between Mill
Bay and CRD Destinations - Travel Times (in minutes)
Destination

By Car Ferry

By Car

Extra Time for Ferry

C. Saanich

67

50

+17

Langford

87

22

+65

Saanich

77

34

+43

Victoria

89

52

+37

By Passenger Ferry

By Car

Extra Time for Ferry

C. Saanich

53

50

+3

Langford

77

22

+55

Saanich

65

34

+31

Victoria

84

52

+32

Destination

The relative travel times between Mill Bay and CRD destinations are illustrated in Figure 6.2.
The findings are:


For most destinations, ferry travel times are more than 30 minutes longer, or a factor of 2 - 3
times longer than direct car travel on the highway.



The exception is for Central Saanich, where the travel time by car ferry is 17 minutes longer,
and the passenger ferry similar to travel by direct car travel on the highway.

The potential catchment area for a ferry service, where competitive travel times could be
provided, would be limited to the northern Saanich Peninsula.

Figure 6.2: Relative Travel Times
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Travel Patterns
Sections 4.5 and 4.6 presented the existing and future travel demand patterns for CRD-Malahat
traffic. This information has been applied to derive the following volumes for northbound p.m.
traffic from the CRD to the Malahat:
Table 6.3: Proportions of CRD Traffic Bound for the Malahat –
Northbound PM Peak
Origin

Existing

2026

Northern Saanich Peninsula

5%

11%

Saanich / Victoria

74%

66%

Western Communities

17%

23%

The table indicates that between 5% and 11% of Malahat traffic has an origin in the Northern
Saanich Peninsula, which is the potential catchment area for ferry traffic.
Ridership
The following assumptions were applied to derive the estimate of potential ferry ridership:


Only consider travelers to and from the Northern Peninsula as potential ferry users, as
ferry travel times for other areas are significantly higher than by car



For analysis purposes, apply an optimistic diversion of 50% of this proportion of Malahat
traffic from the highway to the ferry



The resulting diversion of vehicles and passengers (using the existing car occupancy of
1.7 persons/vehicle) are summarized in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Potential Diversion from the Malahat to Ferries Vehicles Per Hour and Passengers Per Hour
Existing

Future 2026

Item
Malahat traffic
Diversion to ferries
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Passengers

Cars

Passengers

1,400

2,400

2,500

4,250

40

70

140

240
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6.5

EVALUATION

Option Details
The following table summarizes the relevant information for the ferry option:
Passenger Ferry

Parameter
Improvements

• 2 passenger ferries

• 2 new car ferries

• Terminal upgrades

• Terminal upgrades

• Vessels:

• Ferries:

Costs

$20 million
• Terminals: $20 million
Total:
$40 million

Capacity

• 800 passengers per hour

$60 million
• Terminals: $20 million
Total:
$80 million
• 180 vph
• 300 passengers per hour

• Significantly higher than highway,

Travel Times
Diversion from
the Malahat

Car Ferry

• Significantly higher than highway

except for trips to and from the northern
Saanich Peninsula.
• 240 passengers per hour

• 240 passengers per hour

• 140 vph

• 140 vph

(2026 optimistic)

Potential Malahat Diversion
Even with these optimistic forecasts, the ferry option would not resolve the future capacity
issues on the Malahat, with:


2026 Malahat demand = 2,500 vph



Remaining car demand = 2,500 – 140 = 2,360 vph



Existing capacity of Malahat = 1,400 vph.
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Findings
The following table summarizes the evaluation of the ferry option:
Conclusion

Parameter
Addressing Capacity
Addressing Safety
Addressing Reliability
Other Benefits

• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

volumes
• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

volumes
• The increased ferry capacity will provide an alternative

emergency route for a small proportion of traffic.
• Tourism feature
• Community impacts and concerns about new ferry terminals and

Other Concerns

increased traffic
• Operating subsidies

The conclusions on the ferry options are that:


Even with the optimistic ridership volumes that have been applied, it has limited potential
to help address the transportation issues on the Malahat Corridor



Decisions on the future plans for ferries will be made by BC Ferries, once the results of
their current search for a private operator are known.
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7.0

Transit Options

7.1

THE EXISTING SERVICE

BC Transit does not provide a service across the Malahat. Within the CRD, their service
terminates short of Goldstream Park near Sooke Lake Road. To the north the service
terminates at Mill Bay.
Greyhound Bus Lines offer a coach bus service between Victoria and points north on the Island.
This service is not designed as a commuter service, but it is currently the only bus service
available between the CVRD and the CRD. The service has the following characteristics for
travel between Duncan and downtown Victoria:


Nine stops



Travel times ranging from 50 minutes in the evening to one hour and 15 minutes during
the midday



Six southbound trips daily, beginning at 8:45 a.m. and continuing until 10:25 p.m.



Six northbound trips daily, departing Victoria at 5:30 a.m. and continuing until 7:20 p.m.



Cost of travel is $11.40 each way.

7.2

FUTURE PLANNING

The CVRD requested BC Transit to study the feasibility of a bus link between Greater Victoria
and the Cowichan Valley. In July 2006, BC Transit commissioned Halcrow Consulting to
undertake a study to:


Characterize and estimate travel demand for inter-regional transit services between the
CVRD and the Victoria Regional Transit System (VRTS)



Recommend relevant and cost-effective transit service options to satisfy identified travel
demands.

Most of the information presented in this chapter is summarized from Halcrow’s report15 on the
study. The major activities included:

15



Travel demand and stated preference surveys



Model development for ridership forecasting



Transit option development



Ridership forecasting and fare structure



Assessment of transit options.

Halcrow Consulting Inc: Malahat Travel Demand Study – Assessment of Inter-Regional Transit Options
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7.3

TRANSIT OPTIONS

Routing and Schedule
Commuter bus services using standard transit buses (or motor coaches) can be provided
between downtown Victoria and CVRD communities.
In developing transit options, the intent was to provide these commuters with a competitive
transit service by connecting each community to downtown Victoria by the most direct route
possible. Given the current travel market characteristics, a series of bus routing options were
examined before defining the following two routes for testing:


Route A would run from Duncan to downtown Victoria, via the Trans-Canada Highway,
serving Cowichan Bay, Cobble Hill, Mill Bay, Bamberton, and Malahat



Route B would run from Shawnigan Lake to downtown Victoria, serving South
Shawnigan Lake and Malahat, via Shawnigan Lake Road and Trans-Canada Highway.

The two bus routes are illustrated in Figure 7.1. For testing purposes it was assumed that the
bus routes would operate in one direction only; during the two-hour a.m. and p.m. peak periods,
at 20 or 40 minute headways.
Figure 7.1: Proposed Express Bus Services
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Fares and Travel Times
Table 7.1 summarizes the travel distances, times, speeds and fares assumed for the two routes.
Fares would vary from approximately $7.00 each way to/from Duncan and approximately $4.50
each way to/from Shawnigan Lake. It is assumed that these fares would be fully integrated with
the VRTS fares so that passengers could transfer to or from VRTS buses to complete their trips
without paying a second fare.
Table 7.1 – Express Bus Travel Distances, Times and Fares
Route A: Downtown Victoria to Duncan
Distance
(km)

Travel Time
(minutes)

Average speed
(km/hr)

Fare Estimate1
$/trip

Douglas/Finlayson

3

6

38

$3.00

Millstream Road

15

24

40

$3.00

Malahat

31

44

50

$3.00

Bamberton

38

51

60

$4.00

Mill Bay

46

59

60

$4.50

Cobble Hill

52

65

60

$5.00

Cowichan Bay

59

73

55

$6.00

Duncan

70

84

60

$7.00

From Downtown
Victoria to:

Route B: Downtown Victoria to Shawnigan Lake
Douglas/Finlayson

3

6

38

$3.00

Millstream Road

15

24

40

$3.00

Malahat

31

44

50

$3.00

S Shawnigan Lake

38

51

50

$4.00

Shawnigan Lake

45

59

45

$4.50

1

– Assumes $3 minimum and $.10 per km (rounded to the nearest $.50)

Travel times on the two bus routes were estimated recognizing existing bus operating speeds in
the various communities, average highway operating speeds, and passenger service times (off
highway). Based on the rationalized times between the proposed stops, the travel time from
downtown Victoria to:


Duncan would be 84 minutes



Shawnigan Lake would be 59 minutes.
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For comparison purposes, the current automobile travel time between downtown Victoria and
Duncan is approximately 60 minutes and the vehicle operating costs, including parking ($4 per
day), are $9 each way.
Access
Access to the bus service from home is assumed to be primarily by car (park-and-ride or kiss-nride, with parking lots at each location). The intent is that the residents of the main commuter
communities are within a 5-10 minute drive of a bus stop, while recognizing that persons not
living in these communities would drive further.
Access to the bus service in the CRD is assumed to be primarily by walking to either Millstream,
to serve the Langford area, or to a downtown transit terminal. It is also assumed that buses
would stop on request on Douglas Street between Finlayson and Pandora to make the service
as attractive as possible to persons working or visiting locations within this Corridor.

7.4

RIDERSHIP FORECASTS

Primary Market
The travel market analysis conducted suggests the primary market for transit services in the
short-term would be the 700 CVRD residents working in downtown Victoria. These downtowndestined commuters are concentrated in the following five areas that, together, account for
approximately 90% of the total commuters traveling to downtown Victoria:


Cowichan Valley E (Duncan area)



Shawnigan Lake and nearby areas



Cowichan Bay



Cobble Hill and nearby areas



Cowichan Valley A South (Bamberton/Malahat and vicinity).

Ridership
Current Corridor demand was estimated using a combination of existing information and the
Origin-Destination and Stated Preference surveys conducted specifically for this study. These
surveys provided up-to-date information on corridor travel characteristics as the basis for
ridership models.
Ridership was forecast for three time horizons (2006, 2016 and 2026) for the following two
scenarios:


Express Bus Option 1 – featuring the two routes (A-Duncan and B-Shawnigan Lake),
40-minute peak period frequency



Express Bus Option 2 – featuring the two routes (A-Duncan and B-Shawnigan Lake),
except running at a 20-minute frequency during the peak periods.
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The following ridership forecasts were derived from the model:


In 2006, the two options could respectively attract 200 and 280 daily trips, i.e. 100 and
140 inbound in the a.m. peak, and a similar number of outbound trips in the p.m. peak



By 2026, the service could attract between 260 and 360 daily trips, i.e. 130 and 180
inbound in the a.m. peak, and a similar number of outbound trips in the p.m. peak.

These forecasts focus on trips between the CRD and CVRD. The proposed service could also
serve markets between Langford and Victoria. However, while the additional ridership from
Langford to Victoria may decrease the subsidies required to run the service, this increase in
ridership will not affect traffic over the Malahat Highway.

7.5

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

Based on the above ridership estimates and the preliminary cost information presented in the
Halcrow report, annual performance statistics were derived, and are presented in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Cost and Ridership Statistics
Year

Option 1: 40 minute frequency
3 buses per route

Option 2: 20 minute frequency
6 buses per route

2006

2026

2006

2026

Annualized capital
costs ($1,000s)

$270

$270

$540

$540

Operating costs
($1,000s)

$500

$500

$1,000

$1,000

Total cost ($1,000s)

$770

$770

$1,540

$1,540

Annual fare revenue
($1,000s)

$310

$390

$440

$580

Annual subsidy
($1,000s)

$460

$380

$1,100

$960

Daily capacity:
2-directional

480

480

960

960

Daily demand:
2-directional

200

260

280

360

Approximate
subsidy per trip

$10

$6

$16

$11

For the express bus options:


Annual total costs (capital and operating) are estimated at $770,000 to $1.54 million
respectively for the two options, in 2006 dollars



Fare revenues in 2006 could range between $310,000 and $440,000



This translates to an annual subsidy of between $460,000 and $1.1 million in 2006, or
$10 to $16 per trip.
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At these estimated demand levels, the frequencies that were examined do not appear to be
justified. Therefore a lower frequency, lower cost service could be developed.

7.6

EVALUATION

Option Details
The following table summarizes the relevant information for the transit options:
Express Bus Option A

Parameter

• 3 buses – 40-minute headway in

Service
(Victoria-Duncan)

a.m. and p.m. peaks
Duncan and Shawnigan Lake

Annual Costs
(2006)

Demand

Travel Times

Diversion from
the Malahat (2026)

• 6 buses – 20-minute headway in

a.m. and p.m. peaks

• Two routes – from Victoria to

• Costs:

Express Bus Option B

• Two routes – from Victoria to

Duncan and Shawnigan Lake
• Costs:

$770,000

$1,540,000

• Revenue: $310,000

• Revenue: $ 440,000

• Subsidy:

• Subsidy:

$460,000

$1,100,000

• Subsidy per trip $9.50

• Subsidy per trip $16.40

• 240 per day in each direction

• 480 per day in each direction

• 84 minutes Victoria-Duncan –

• 84 minutes Victoria-Duncan –

compare 60 minutes by car

compare 60 minutes by car

• 59 minutes Victoria-Shawnigan Lake

• 59 minutes Victoria-Shawnigan Lake

• Approximately 60 vehicles in p.m.

• Approximately 80 vehicles in p.m.

peak hour

peak hour

Potential Diversion from the Malahat (2026)
In the 2026 p.m. peak, these ridership figures can be translated into the following diversion of
traffic from the Malahat:


Peak 2-hour passenger volumes = 130 - 180



Peak hour passenger volumes = 70 - 90



Peak hour vehicles diverted (commuter car occupancy of 1.25) = 60 – 80.

This represents less than 3% of Malahat traffic, and would have limited transportation benefits.
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Findings
The following table summarizes the evaluation of the transit option:
Finding

Parameter
Addressing Capacity
Addressing Safety

• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

volumes
• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

volumes
• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

Addressing Reliability

volumes
• Transit service will also be impacted by road closures
• Can be introduced, at low cost, in combination with other options

Other Benefits

Other Concerns

• Can be introduced in the short term and delay the timing for

additional capacity requirements
• Supports the CRD TravelChoices Strategy
• Operating subsidies

The conclusions on the transit option are:


The Express bus options do not divert adequate demand from the Malahat Corridor to
alleviate the requirements to upgrade to four lanes to meet future capacity demands



The options will have limited benefits for safety and reliability



Annual costs and subsidies for the bus options are high.
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8.0

Rail Options

8.1

THE EXISTING SERVICE

The E&N Railway runs on a single-track parallel to the Malahat Corridor. It connects Victoria
and the Cowichan Valley, linking the communities of Duncan, Chemainus, Ladysmith, and
extending as far north as Courtenay.
The basic information for the service is.


Schedule: Daily service, one train departing Victoria at 8:15 a.m. and returning at 6:00
p.m.



Vehicles: Two Budd Rail Diesel Cars (RDCs)



Capacity: Car capacity = 88 passengers; train capacity = 176 passengers per trip



Stations in study area: Regular stops at Shawnigan, Malahat, Langford, Esquimalt
and Victoria, with three additional stops on request



Sample fares: Shawnigan to Langford / Victoria - $16 each way



Sample travel times and operating speeds:
Trip

Distance

Time

Operating Speed

Shawnigan – Victoria

45 km

58 minutes

47 km/hr

Shawnigan – Langford

32 km

36 minutes

53 km/hr



Ridership: 35,000 – 40,000 passengers per year



Services available: No food / no baggage / limited parking.

Due mainly to the schedule (northbound in the morning) and fares, the existing service is more
suited for tourists than commuter travel between the residential areas north of the Malahat and
the employment centers south of the Malahat.

8.2

FUTURE PLANNING

The Island Corridor Foundation
In 2006, the non-profit Island Corridor Foundation, a partnership of 13 First Nations and 5 local
governments, reached an agreement with Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) and RailAmerica
that transferred ownership of the E&N line to the Foundation. The Foundation has partnered
with Washington Group International, a U.S. based company, to operate the E&N, upgrade the
line and develop other proposals including a potential commuter rail service in the south.
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Commuter Rail Study
Comments received during the first round of consultation highlighted that further information on
the potential ridership of a commuter rail system was required. In response, the Ministry hired
Halcrow Consulting to address this question and examine the feasibility of providing a commuter
rail service over the Malahat. The major activities of this study included:


Travel demand and stated preference surveys



Model development for ridership forecasts



Service routing, travel times and schedule



Station locations, park-and-ride facilities and bus integration



Fare structure



Assessment of rail options.

Most of the information presented in the remainder of this chapter is summarized from the report
prepared by Halcrow16.

8.3

RAIL OPTIONS

Route and Schedule
As part of this project, a commuter rail service is considered on the E&N line, between
downtown Victoria and Ladysmith. The route and proposed station locations are shown on
Figure 8.1.
The service would operate southbound during the a.m. peak period and northbound during the
p.m. peak period. For a new commuter rail service, it is common to start with one train per
direction per day and increase capacity or frequency as demand dictates.
For the purpose of this study, two frequency levels were examined:

16



1 train per direction per day (timed to coincide with median work start and end times)



3 trains per direction per day (operating on a 20-minute frequency during the a.m. and
p.m. peaks).

Halcrow Consulting Inc: Malahat Travel Demand Study – Assessment of Inter-Regional Transit Options
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Figure 8.1: Route and Proposed Station Locations
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Fares and Travel Times
The fare estimate applied in the analysis was based on 2005 West Coast Express fares and
pro-rated by travel time. The estimated travel times and fares are shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 - Rail Travel Times and Fares
Distance
(km)

Travel Time
(minutes)

Esquimalt

6

14

26

$3.00

Langford

13

22

35

$3.00

Malahat

32

43

45

$5.50

Shawnigan

45

58

47

$8.00

Cobble Hill

50

63

48

$8.50

Cowichan

58

73

48

$10.00

Duncan

64

82

47

$11.00

Ladysmith

93

115

49

$16.00

From Downtown
Victoria to:

Average Speed Fare Estimate
(km/h)
($/trip)

For the analyses, the one-way fares would be $11 to Duncan and $16 to Ladysmith. The cost of
travel on the CRD transit system would be included in the rail fares. The setting of these fares
would be a matter of policy on the extent of service subsidies.
For comparison purposes, the current automobile travel time between downtown Victoria and
Duncan is approximately 60 minutes (compared to 82 minutes by rail) and the vehicle operating
costs, including parking (average of $4 per day), are $9 each way.
Vehicles
Available vehicles range from bi-level rail cars, being used by West Coast Express in
Vancouver, to the current Budd rail diesel cars (RDCs) being used by VIA Rail on the E&N.
Order of magnitude estimates of demand, as well as the condition of the existing infrastructure
suggest that VIA Rail-type equipment would be the most appropriate for this service. Since
these vehicles are no longer manufactured, it would be necessary to acquire refurbished
vehicles
Individual RDCs normally have a seating configuration of 88 seats. Unless high-level platforms
are constructed in stations, these cars are not readily accessible by persons with physical
disadvantages. Depending upon forecast demand and frequency of service, train consists of
either 2 car or 3 car RDCs would be used.
Access
Park-and-ride facilities would be provided at all rail stations within the CVRD, and local bus
service would be integrated with the stations on both sides of the Malahat.
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Infrastructure
The route presently lacks any (physical) form of right-of-way protection from adjacent land use
and pedestrians. In addition, while some grade crossings are protected with automatic bells and
lights, there is a significant number that are unprotected.
The current tight horizontal alignment also poses limitations on operating speeds, which is
currently about 60 km/hr. Improvements to the operating speed will require improvement of the
alignment.
There are facilities for equipment maintenance and servicing in Victoria, where only trip or very
basic maintenance is performed. When necessary, equipment is moved via barge to the VIA
maintenance facilities in Vancouver, which is an expensive and time-consuming operation. In
whatever scenario is ultimately considered, this aspect also needs to be factored in. Either a
suitable facility has to be constructed on the Island or a suitable amount of spare equipment
provided to accommodate barging to a maintenance facility on the Mainland.
A walk through along the line indicates that the system’s infrastructure, including the track,
structures, trestles and bridges, is in a poor state of repair. A preliminary opinion of probable
costs of $400,000 per km was derived for the following improvements:


At the minimum, every third tie to be replaced to maintain proper track gauge



Resurface the track as required by tamping, lifting, lining and re-ballasting



Track transition to bridge structures



Bridge structures to be inspected and upgraded as required.

Detailed feasibility conclusions would need to include more detailed opinion of probable costs
on all the items listed above.

8.4

RIDERSHIP FORECASTS

Current corridor demand was estimated using a combination of existing information and the
Origin-Destination and Stated Preference surveys conducted specifically for this study. These
surveys provided up-to-date information on corridor travel characteristics, and provided the
basis for ridership models.
Ridership was forecast for three time horizons (2006, 2016 and 2026) for two scenarios:


Commuter Rail Option A – featuring 1 train per day per direction



Commuter Rail Option B – featuring 3 trains per day per direction.

The following ridership forecasts were derived from the model:


In 2006, the two rail options could respectively attract 160 and 220 daily trips, i.e. 80 and
110 inbound in the a.m. peak, and a similar number of outbound trips in the p.m. peak



By 2026, the rail options could generate 260 and 340 daily trips, i.e. 130 and 170
inbound in the a.m. peak, and a similar number of outbound trips in the p.m. peak.
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These ridership forecasts focus on trips between the CRD and CVRD. The proposed service
options could also serve markets between the Langford area and Victoria that are not included
in these estimates. However, while the additional ridership from Langford to Victoria may
decrease the subsidies required to run the service, this increase in ridership will not reduce
traffic over the Malahat Highway.

8.5

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

Capital Costs
The preliminary opinion of probable capital cost estimates for the rail options are summarized in
Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Preliminary Opinion of Probable Capital Cost Estimates for Rail Options
Item

Option A

Option B

Minor station improvements

$2 million

$3 million

Vehicles @ $1.5 million each

$3 million

$9 million

$37 million

$37 million

$42 million

$49 million

Minor track upgrading
93 km @ $400,000 per km
Total costs
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Performance Statistics
Based on the ridership forecasts and the preliminary cost information presented in the Halcrow
report, annual performance statistics were derived, and are presented in Table 8.3.
Table 8.3: Cost and Ridership Statistics
Year

Option A: 1 train
2 cars per train

Option B: 3 trains
2 cars per train

2006

2026

2006

2026

$4,600

$4,600

$5,700

$5,700

$725

$725

$2,080

$2,080

$5,325

$5,325

$7,780

$7,780

$310

$520

$420

$670

Annual subsidy
($1,000s)

$5,015

$4,805

$7,360

$7110

Daily capacity:
2-directional

360

360

1,080

1,080

Daily demand:
2-directional

160

260

220

340

Approximate
subsidy per trip

$130

$74

$139

$74

Annualized capital
costs ($1,000s)
Operating costs
($1,000s)
Total cost
($1,000s)
Annual fare revenue
($1,000s)

For the rail options:


Annual total costs (capital and operating) are estimated at $ 5.3 to $ 7.8 million
respectively for the two options, in 2006 dollars



Fare revenues in 2006 could range between $310,000 and $420,000



This translates to an annual subsidy of $5.0 and $7.4 million respectively for the two
options in 2006, or $130 and $139 subsidy per trip.
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8.6

EVALUATION

Option Details
The following table summarizes the relevant information for the rail options:
Rail Option A

Parameter
Service
(Victoria-Ladysmith)

• 1 train in a.m. and p.m. peaks
• Costs:

Annual Costs (2006)

Passenger Capacity

Travel Times

Diversion from the
Malahat (2026)

Rail Option B
• 3 trains at 20-minute frequency in

a.m. and p.m. peaks
• Costs:

$5.1 million

$7.1 million

• Revenue: $310,000

• Revenue: $ 420,000

• Subsidy:

• Subsidy:

$4.8 million

$6.7 million

• 180 per day in each direction

• 540 per day in each direction

• 115 minutes Victoria-Ladysmith

• 115 minutes Victoria-Ladysmith

• 82 minutes Victoria-Duncan –

• 82 minutes Victoria-Duncan –

compare 60 minutes by car

compare 60 minutes by car

• Approximately 130 vehicles in p.m.

peak hour

• Approximately 170 vehicles in p.m.

peak hour

Potential Diversion from the Malahat (2026)
In the 2026 p.m. peak, these ridership figures would result in a maximum diversion of 170
vehicles from the Malahat:


Demand without rail = 2,500 vph



Maximum diversion to rail = 170 vph



Remaining volume on the Malahat = 2,330 vph



Capacity of the Malahat without widening = 1,400 vph.
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Findings
The following table summarizes the evaluation of the rail option:
Conclusion

Parameter
Addressing Capacity

Addressing Safety

• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

volumes
• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

volumes
• Little improvement, other than a small decrease in traffic

Addressing Reliability

volumes
• Rail service not impacted by road closures
• Can be introduced in the short term and delay the timing for

Other Benefits

additional capacity requirements
• Supports the CRD TravelChoices Strategy

Other Concerns

• Operating subsidies

The conclusions on the rail option are:


The rail options tested do not divert significant demand from the Malahat Corridor, and
will thus not resolve the future capacity issues on the Highway



Annual costs for the rail options are high, requiring significant subsidies



Additional planning and detailed analysis would be required if further consideration is to
be given to the rail options.
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9.0

Combined Option

The preceding chapters considered each of the ferry, transit and rail options as stand-alone
initiatives. The interim evaluations of each indicated that, individually, none have the potential to
significantly improve the transportation issues on the Malahat Corridor.
This chapter addresses the question of what impact a comprehensive alternate modes strategy,
including ferry, transit and rail, and supported by effective Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) initiatives, may have. An important component of a TDM strategy would also be
ridesharing, i.e. vanpools and carpools.
The main question is whether a combined strategy could resolve the capacity, safety and
reliability issues on the Malahat to preclude or significantly delay the need for future
implementation of one of the highway options.
This chapter first summarizes relevant TDM information and then presents the preliminary
evaluation of the combined option.

9.1

EXISTING RIDESHARING

Vanpools currently provide the only alternative means of transportation for those commuting
between the CVRD and the CRD. The Jack Bell Foundation organizes carpooling and
vanpooling services by providing vehicles and arranging for ride-sharing groups.
Currently, there are approximately 30 vehicles (both vans and cars) in service from the CVRD to
the CRD, including 19 vans. These account for approximately 140 commuters. The large
majority of vanpools in operation between the CVRD and the CRD serve South Cowichan
Valley residents who work in or near downtown Victoria.
Costs to participate in the vanpool depend on distance traveled, number of riders in the van and
fuel costs. A commute from Duncan, approximately 70 km each way (140 km per day), costs
approximately $200 per month for each participant, assuming six passengers are sharing the
costs of operating an 8 passenger van. This is equivalent to a daily fare of approximately $5.00
each way. The only subsidy is some administrative space provided by BC Transit.
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9.2

COMPREHENSIVE TDM PROGRAMS

Scope of Transportation Demand Management
TDM includes policies and programs that improve travel options and encourage travelers to
choose the most efficient mode for each trip. In addition to transit improvements, TDM includes
the consideration of:


Rideshare programs – carpools and vanpools



Employee trip reduction programs



Park-and-ride facilities, bike-transit coordination



Parking management and pricing



Road pricing



Financial incentives and marketing.

TDM supports other strategic planning objectives, including minimizing environmental
degradation, smart land use, energy conservation, consumer cost savings, and improved
mobility options for non-drivers.
An enhanced TDM system may be appropriate for this Corridor because:


Vehicle operating costs and driver stress are high, so travelers may be willing to shift to
alternatives if given suitable options and support



Fuel costs are projected to rise in the future, making alternatives more attractive



The TravelChoices Strategy includes policies that encourage TDM initiatives



TDM solutions are faster to implement than most alternatives - they could be in place
within a few months, compared with five to ten years for major highway and bridge
projects.

Potential Measures
The Victoria Transport Policy Institute compiled a list of TDM measures17 that could be applied
in the design of moderate and aggressive programs on the Corridor, and includes preliminary
estimates of the potential mode shift that could be achieved through such programs. This was
done to illustrate what would be required to achieve significant diversions from cars to alternate
modes. This information is summarized in the Table 9.1.

17

Malahat Route Study Review, Victoria Transport Policy Institute, March 2006
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Table 9.1: Potential TDM Measures on the Malahat Corridor
Feature
Transit Service
Transit Fares
(one way from
Victoria)

Moderate

Aggressive

• 20-minute headways, with service

from 6:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m.

• 10-minute headways, with service

from 5:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m.
• Express commuter service

• $3 to Mill Bay, $5 to Duncan

• $2 to Duncan, $3 to Nanaimo

Vanpool
Subsidies

• 20% subsidy (user pays $80 per

• 50% subsidy (user pays $55 per

Vanpool Service
Improvements

• Current vanpool services

Commute Trip
Reduction
Programs.

• Commute trip reduction programs

• Commute trip reduction programs

covering 30% of cross-Malahat
commuters

covering 60% of cross-Malahat
commuters

• Bus and vanpool priority measures

• Bus and vanpool priority measures

HOV Priority
Features

TDM Marketing

Pricing Reforms

Congestion
Pricing

month)

month)
• Enhanced vanpool services, e.g.

part-time rider (i.e. not every day),
synchronized to meet transit buses

on approach roads -save 3 to 5
minutes per trip
• General marketing along Corridor,

using BC Transit in-house resources

Estimated Mode
Shifts.

• General and direct, personal

marketing along Corridor, using
specialized consulting firms

• Encourage local governments and

• Encourage priced parking, parking

employers to price parking and cash
out free parking
• Implementation of Pay-As-You-Drive
vehicle insurance

cash out, and Pay-As-You-Drive
insurance.
• Implementation of Pay-As-You-Drive
vehicle insurance
• Could include $2 per peak-period trip

• Not implemented

fee on the Malahat

• Information indicating when the

Traveler
Information

on approach roads - save 10+
minutes per trip

Malahat is congested, and
information on alternative travel
options

• Real-time information on when the

Malahat is congested, and
comprehensive information on
alternative travel options
• 15-30% shift without congestion

• 5-15% shift

pricing, 20-40% shift with

Some comments on these measures are:


Ridesharing (carpooling and vanpooling) allows direct service between destinations,
e.g. Cobble Hill to the University of Victoria.



Provincial laws require drivers with more than seven passengers to have a professional
driver’s license. Vanpools need six or seven passengers to cover costs, but cannot have
more than eight passengers. More flexible policies that allow the use of larger vans
would support expanded and more stable vanpools.
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Mode shifts would increase if transit and ridesharing offer significant time savings. BC
Transit is implementing bus priority features, and similar treatments may be possible,
e.g. at intersections where side roads connect to the Trans-Canada Highway.



Small mode shifts might also be achieved by improving Park-and-ride facilities and
connections with local transit and rideshare services.



Direct marketing, which involves calling residents of targeted areas to encourage them
to try alternative travel options, has proven effective at increasing transit and ridesharing.



Pay-As-You-Drive vehicle insurance means that a vehicle’s insurance premiums are
based directly on how much it is driven during the policy term. The more one drives the
more they pay, and the less they drive the more they save.



Employee trip reduction programs (employers help employees use alternative travel
options) typically reduce commute trips 5% to 10% if they rely only on promotion and
flexibility, and 10% to 30% if they include financial incentives such as:
–

Priced parking (drivers pay some or all their parking costs)

–

Cash out free parking (commuters with subsidized parking are also offered the
cash equivalent if they use alternative travel modes)

–

Transit and rideshare subsidies.

A limiting factor is likely to be the scope of trips affected, that is, the portion of total
employment sites that implement significant employee trip reduction programs. The CRD
transportation strategy supports the development of such programs.
The comprehensive TDM measures include a variety of programs, some of which could be
implemented directly by the Province, and others which could be implemented in conjunction
with regional and local governments, or through public/private partnerships. The Province would
need to provide supportive policies, coordination and funding, typically as matching grants.
Many of these programs are already implemented or planned. For example, the CRD has plans
to implement various mobility management programs to address regional traffic problems, and
provincial climate change emission reduction plans include many transportation management
strategies. The Malahat project could therefore involve targeting such programs to specific
geographic areas and user groups.

9.3

POTENTIAL RIDERSHIP VOLUMES

Individual Mode Contributions
The potential vehicle diversion from the Malahat for the ferry, transit and rail options, as derived
in the respective chapters, is shown in Table 9.2.
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Table 9.2: Diversion Potential of Each Mode
Mode

Potential Diversion - vph

Ferry

140

Transit

80

Rail

170

The aggregation of these volumes - 390 vph - would provide an optimistic indication of the
vehicle diversion potential of a combined option because:


The ridership for transit and rail are for the higher frequency options



The ferry ridership was itself derived on an optimistic basis



It is inappropriate to simply add the ridership of the individual options to determine total
volumes, because each of the options could compete for some of the same travelers, as
well as for ridesharing participants.

For the purposes of this discussion, this optimistic number is being applied.
TDM Impact
Table 9.1 indicated the following potential mode shifts from automobiles to alternate modes:


Moderate programs: 5 - 15%



Aggressive programs: 15 - 40%

For the purposes of illustration, this study considers the potential impact of the upper range of a
moderate strategy, with a 15% mode shift to the alternative modes. The implementation of the
aggressive program is considered to be beyond the level of influence of this project, as it would
require a region-wide implementation of TDM initiatives.
Given the 2026 peak hour volume of 2,500 vph, the 15% shift would result in a diversion of 375
vehicles, i.e. similar to the volume derived in Table 9.2.

9.4

IMPACT ON MALAHAT CAPACITY

The impact of the optimistic estimates of vehicle diversion from the combined option is:


Total 2026 demand = 2,500 vph



Diverted traffic = 390 vph (the higher of the 2 approaches)



Remaining demand = 2,110 vph



Existing capacity of Malahat = 1,400 vph.

The diversion of vehicles from the Malahat would not resolve the future capacity issues on the
Malahat. It would also only provide limited benefits in terms of road safety and reliability.
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10.0 Bridge Options
10.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a preliminary evaluation of potential bridge crossings over Finlayson
Arm/Saanich Inlet, identified from various sources during the course of the study, which would
provide a route to bypass the Malahat Corridor. Potential bridge options are limited by the water
depth and width of the Saanich Inlet, and the availability and impacts of the required highway
connections.
From these, the following two main options, summarized in Section 10.2 and shown in Figure
10.1, have been identified:


Option A: North Peninsula – a multi-span crossing between north of Mill Bay and the
northern Saanich Peninsula (approximately 4.0 km long). Two alternatives are shown.



Option B: Highlands - a single span crossing between Bamberton and the Highlands
(approximately 1.4 km long).

The spans and vertical clearance for all options would be dictated by the requirements for
shipping and would be subject to review by the Coast Guard and Navigable Waters Canada.
The span for crossing the Saanich Inlet, even at its shortest, requires a bridge structure not
often matched in the world. As a comparison, the main span lengths of other bridges in BC are:

10.2

Lion’s Gate Bridge

465 m

Port Mann Bridge

586 m

Alex Fraser Bridge

472 m

BRIDGE OPTIONS

This evaluation of the bridge options was conducted at a concept level of planning, and detailed
alignments and profiles were not developed. The same geometric design criteria have been
applied to both the highway and bridge options (summarized in Chapter 11).
Option B1: North Peninsula
Two potential locations were considered for this option at the entrance to the Saanich Inlet,
which are an environmentally sensitive area and a seismic zone. Both are exceptionally long
bridges founded in deep water (60 m to in excess of 100 m):


Moses Point to Hatch Point, an approximate length of 4.0 km. It is considered the best
location due to a relatively shallow ridge in the otherwise deep-water inlet. There is
potential to reduce the clear span using piers in the area of Patey Rock.
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As an alternative to Option A1, this crossing would have an approximate length of 3.5
km, in water in excess of 100 m deep.

Two variations are:


A floating structure with a suitable navigation channel for primarily recreational boats,
which would require a minimum clearance of at least 25 m at high tide for sailboats.
Rough water could be an issue, due to a long water fetch from the north.



A floating bridge concept with a navigation channel, also investigated by the Ministry in
1989, included a floating section of 1.7 km and a bridge of 1.4 km. The location of this
proposal is similar to Option A2.

Both Options A1 and A2 would require approximately 4.5 km of highway through North Saanich.
Connectors would also be required on the Mill Bay side. The connector road, likely a 4-lane
highway, would be a route through established residential areas, particularly in North Saanich,
which would require right-of-way acquisition. The OCP does not provide for such a major
highway connection and significant community concern would be anticipated.
The ability of the downstream road network to accommodate this traffic would require detailed
attention. This will likely require increasing the Pat Bay Highway to six lanes. Another significant
concern is where the Pat Bay feeds into the traffic signals at the north end of Blanshard Street.
Option B: Highlands Bridge
Option B is 1.4 km long and would require a single span structure, with the water depths at this
location being in excess of 200 m.
The connector road, likely a 4-lane highway through the Highlands, would be a route through
difficult terrain which would require right-of-way acquisition. The OCP does not provide for such
a major highway connection and significant community concern would be anticipated. There are
also a number of major land development schemes in the area that would restrict routing
options.
Should this option to be pursued, alternate routings to the south, and the ability of the road
network to accommodate downstream traffic would require detailed attention.

10.3

OPINION OF PROBABLE COSTS

Similar structures were researched in estimating the probable costs for bridge options. Due to
the scale of these options, there is a limited base of relevant information.
One recent example is the Rion-Antiron Bridge in Greece, which is presently under construction.
It has a total crossing length of about 2.8 km, in water that is 65 m deep, and is in a seismic
zone. This is a similar but shorter crossing than the proposed Option A.
The cost for this bridge is US$750 million in 2004 dollars, which does not include major
approach roads, as required by the options studied in this report. This cost equates to
approximately C$17,680/m² in 2006 dollars, after being inflated to recent BC costs and allowing
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for a contingency. This has been applied in the opinion of probable costs, as presented in
Appendix F.
A preliminary estimate of land acquisition opinion of probable costs for the approach roads has
been based on potential land take and the average costs of properties in the respective areas.
These probable costs are summarized in Appendix E and Section 10.5.

10.4

TRAVEL DEMAND

A preliminary demand analysis was undertaken, as a component of this study, to estimate the
traffic volumes that may be captured by the two bridge options. The approach considered the
proportions of traffic that would use the bridges when traveling between various areas within the
CRD and the Malahat, then applied these to the travel patterns forecast in the CRD 2026 travel
demand model. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 10.118:
Table 10.1: Traffic Patterns Relating to the Bridge Options (2026).
Option
A: North Peninsula

CRD areas likely to use the Bridge
crossings
Northern Saanich Peninsula
50% of Saanich / Victoria / Oak Bay

Traffic Diverted
to Bridge19

Traffic Remaining
on Malahat

1,000 vph

1,500 vph

1,500 vph

1,000 vph

Northern Saanich Peninsula
B: Highlands

50% of Langford / Colwood
60% of Saanich / Victoria / Oak Bay /
View Royal

At this early stage, the main observations are:


These forecasts are approximate and would need to be refined if either of the bridge
options are pursued.



In general, the actual levels of diversion would also depend on the relative levels of
congestion on the routes and the amount of any potential tolls.



The Highlands Bridge would divert enough traffic for the Malahat to operate comfortably
within acceptable capacity levels.



The lower traffic volumes diverted to the North Peninsula Bridge would result in the
Malahat still operating at capacity (Demand = 1,500 vph and Capacity = 1,400 vph).

18

Given the 2026 peak hour demand of 2,500 vph.
The volumes on the Highlands Bridge are higher because it provides a direct route between the
Malahat and most employment centers, including Downtown Victoria. There is less attraction to the north
of Saanich Peninsula.
19
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10.5

EVALUATION

Table 10.2 summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for these options.
Table 10.2: Evaluation of Bridge Options
Option A:
Northern Peninsula

Consideration
Capital Costs
(including land)
Land
Acquisition
Traffic
Diversion
Addressing
Capacity
Addressing
Safety

Addressing
Reliability

Option B:
Highlands

• $700 - $1,000 million

• $900 - $1,200 million

• Approximately 30 ha in North Saanich

• Approximately 70 ha in CRD

• Approximately 40 ha in CVRD

• Approximately 10 ha in Highlands

• 1,000 vph on Bridge

• 1,500 vph on Bridge

• 1,500 vph remaining on Malahat.

• 1,000 vph remaining on Malahat.

• Malahat still at capacity in 2026

• Adequate capacity on the Malahat

• Safety improvements due to higher

• Safety improvement due to higher

standards of Bridge and less traffic on
the Malahat

standards of Bridge and less traffic on
the Malahat

• A full alternative route

• An alternative route from the Summit

• Also reduced traffic on the Malahat –

• Also reduced traffic on the Malahat –

reduced incidents and delays

reduced incidents and delays

• Accessibility improvements from north

Other Benefits

of the Malahat to Swartz Bay ferry
terminal / Airport
• High costs

• High costs

• Significant environmental and aesthetic

• Significant environmental and aesthetic

impacts
Other Concerns

impacts

• Significant land acquisition and not

compatible with OCPs

compatible with Highlands OCP

• Upgrades required on Pat Bay

• Impact on development options in

Highway and other significant
downstream traffic concerns
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11.0 Highway Options
11.1

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS

Highway development in this Corridor is constrained by a number of factors including difficult
terrain, designated parkland and the environment. Design considerations include:


Avoiding the watershed for Greater Victoria’s water supply system



Minimizing impacts on Goldstream Park, the Trans Canada Trail and the Sooke Hills
Wilderness Reserve



Mitigating the constraints posed by environmentally sensitive areas, endangered species
and archaeological sites.

Preliminary Environmental (Appendix I) and Geotechnical (Appendix H) assessments were
undertaken to assist in identifying the potential constraints from environmental and
archaeological considerations.

11.2

PREVIOUS DESIGNS

The development of highway options has built on previous design work undertaken by the
Ministry and the VIHP team in other areas. This includes:
North of Tunnel Hill
Detail designs were developed for sections from Tunnel Hill to the Summit and from the Summit
to Bamberton. These were designed to a 100 km/hr expressway standard, with a 4-lane divided
cross section plus climbing lane on each side of the Summit. As discussed in Section 11.3, the
design criteria applied in these designs have been reviewed.
Goldstream Park to Tunnel Hill
Ministry documentation includes preliminary options that were developed through Goldstream
Park. These have been considered in the evaluation of all options.

11.3

DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria applied in the development of the highway options have been based on work
undertaken for the Sea-to-Sky project. These criteria were the result of extensive analyses of
the different sections of that corridor. Such a transfer of knowledge between the two projects is
considered appropriate as the two projects have similar objectives and characteristics:


Objectives include capacity, safety and reliability, and in catering to commuter, tourism
and freight traffic



Characteristics relating to topography, weather conditions, traffic volumes and
emergency road closures.
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The following sections of the Malahat and Sea-to-Sky corridors were considered equivalent for
this purpose:
Malahat Section

Similar Section on Sea-to-Sky

Highway Classification

Southern limit - Tunnel Hill

Horseshoe Bay - Furry Creek

Rural Arterial Divided (80 km/h)

Tunnel Hill - Mill Bay

Furry Creek - Squamish

Rural Arterial Divided (90 km/h)

The resulting design criteria proposed for the alternate highway options are presented in Table
11.1. Further study to confirm these criteria will be required before any functional design studies
are undertaken.
Table 11.1 Design Criteria Applied for the Highway Options
Item
Highway
Classification

Present Condition
Rural Arterial Undivided
Some 2-lane divided sections

Southern Limit Tunnel Hill

Tunnel Hill - Mill Bay /
New Alignments

Rural Arterial Divided

Rural Arterial Divided

Design Speed

60-80 km/h

80 km/h

90 km/h

Maximum Superelevation

not available

6 to 8%

6 to 8%

Basic Lanes

2, 3 and 4

4 throughout

4 throughout

Lane Width

varies

3.7 m

3.7m

Curve Radius

125 m

250-400 m

340-450 m

Spiral Length

not available

70-100 m

70-100 m

Maximum Tangent
Length

not available

150-500 m

170-550 m

Minimum Stopping
Distance

not available

140 m

170 m

Decision Sight
Distance

not available

150-230 m

185-275 m

Maximum Grade

7%

7 to 8%

6 to 8%

K Factors Range

Sag 9-95
Crest 19-58

Sag 32
Crest 36

Sag 40
Crest 53
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11.4

HIGHWAY OPTIONS

The highway options developed can be divided into two categories:


Improve the existing alignment to increase safety but do not provide an alternative route,
reducing the impact on new terrain



New alignments which improve safety and provide an alternative route, but have a
greater impact on new terrain.

The highway options developed and evaluated are listed in Table 11.2.
Table 11.2: Highway Options
Option

Name

Description

H1a

Widen Existing
Alignment

• Goldstream to Tunnel Hill – widen, maintain existing alignment

H1b

Improve Existing
Alignment

• Goldstream to Tunnel Hill – widen, improve existing alignment

• Tunnel Hill to Bamberton – adapt existing designs

• Tunnel Hill to Bamberton – adapt existing designs
• Goldstream to Tunnel Hill – partial double deck, improve existing

H2

Double Deck

H3

Counterflow

H4

Near West

H5

E&N

H6

Niagara Main

H7

Couplet

H8

Shawnigan

H9

Far West

July 2007

alignment.
• Tunnel Hill to Bamberton – adapt existing designs
• Consider a 3-lane cross section through Goldstream Park
• The remainder of the route is the same as Option H1a
• Goldstream to Tunnel Hill – new alignment just west of existing
• Tunnel Hill to Bamberton – adapt existing designs
• Goldstream to the Summit - existing E&N rail alignment
• Summit to Bamberton – adapt existing designs
• Goldstream to the Summit – new alignment just west of E&N
• Summit to Bamberton – adapt existing designs
• Northbound – use existing route
• Southbound – 2 lanes along the alignment of H6
• A new alignment between Goldstream Park and Mill Bay
• A new alignment to the west of the CRD (watershed) catchment

lands
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11.5

EVALUATION CONSIDERATIONS

The evaluation framework that has been applied to all the options was described in Section 2.5.
In addition to the evaluation parameters listed here, there were some additional evaluation
considerations relating to the highway options that require further discussion and are noted
below.
Opinion of Probable Cost
To provide meaningful comparisons, the opinion of probable costs for all of the options was
developed to tie in to the existing 4-lane section at Bamberton, unless otherwise stated. These
costs are summarized in Appendix F. Land acquisition opinion of probable costs, based on an
average 60 m right-of-way, are summarized in Appendix E.
Construction Delays
The opinion of probable costs for the highway options reflect the problems of constructing along
a busy highway. The costs developed for the highway options include the realities of
constructing along a busy highway while maintaining a reasonable flow of traffic and safety for
workers and travelers alike. Previous experience indicates that the stringent constraints
imposed on highway closures, if similar to those being applied on the Sea-to-Sky project, can
result in significant increases in construction costs compared to similar projects separated from
an existing busy highway. The increased costs are due to delays to accommodate traffic and
the reduction of production capacity due to working in congested sites.
There would also be significant inconvenience for road users. Delays and closures to the
traveler are reduced when the majority of the construction is carried out separate from the
existing highway. Sample delays from the Sea-to-Sky project are:


Night closures up to 5 hours



Daytime closures up to 1 hour



Maximum delay at non-closure times = 30 minutes.

The impacts due to construction delays by new routes are limited to the tie-ins of the new works
to the existing alignments.
All options will require further study and the details of the alignments will need to be further
analyzed to select the most economic option.
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Access Considerations
A discussion on the access requirements associated with each of the highway options is
provided in Appendix G. This includes the consideration of:


Access to Goldstream Park



Access to residential and business properties



The northern and southern tie-ins of the new alignments with the existing alignment.

The conclusions of these discussions will be reflected in the preliminary evaluation of each of
the options in this chapter and Chapter 12.
Construction Staging
An important consideration for each of the highway options is the extent to which construction
can be effectively staged, i.e. allowing smaller, more affordable sections of a highway option to
be implemented in a way that provides immediate benefit. This is as opposed to having to
construct the whole highway option before it provides value in terms of addressing the
transportation issues on the Malahat Corridor.

11.6

OPTION H1A: WIDEN EXISTING ALIGNMENT

Option H1a – Widen Existing Alignment was developed to take advantage of the existing
highway and to keep the impact on new terrain and costs to a minimum. This option (shown in
Figure 11.1a) includes two distinct sections:


Widening along the existing alignment, from the southern study limit to Tunnel Hill



Adapting existing designs between Tunnel Hill and Bamberton (RAD 90).

Specific design considerations for the first section include:


The Goldstream River is immediately adjacent to the highway through the park.
Widening could impact the riverbanks and vegetation. Where feasible, widening is
therefore considered to be away from the river.



It is the only option that does not meet the 80 km/hr design speed proposed in Table
11.1, with some sections being between 60 km/hr and 70 km/hr. Clear transition sections
would need to be provided between segments with different design speeds.
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The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option.
Capital Costs

• Infrastructure $200 - $250 million
• 18.8 km total

Length of Construction

• 6.1 km of mixed design standards and safe operating speeds
• 12.7 km of upgraded existing alignment
• Approximately 10 ha Goldstream Park

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 30 ha forestry land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions

Addressing Safety

• Some substandard sections would require speed advisories and

would negatively impact road safety
• No improvement in the provision of a reasonable alternate

emergency route (Shawnigan Lake Road in north)
Addressing Reliability

• Significant improvements with wider cross section (and median

barrier) and emergency vehicle turnarounds (Refer Section 5.3)
• Lowest land acquisition

Other Benefits

• Least environmental impact
• Construction can be effectively staged
• Significant construction delays

Other Concerns
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11.7

OPTION H1B: IMPROVE EXISTING ALIGNMENT

Option H1b – Widen Existing Alignment was developed to take advantage of the existing
highway and to keep the impact on new terrain and costs to a minimum while meeting the
desired criteria for design speed. The main difference between Options H1a and H1b is that the
latter deviates from the existing route to achieve the proposed RAD80 design speed along the
whole length of the route.
Option H1b includes two sections, from the southern limit to Tunnel Hill (RAD 80) and from
Tunnel Hill to Bamberton (RAD 90). Localized improvements that were considered to the south
are:


A new alignment, rerouting the highway east of the river, is technically possible. This
requires either tunnels or cuts through the higher sidehills and a structure over and
adjacent to the river.



Realignment to the west requires rock cut and tunnel work immediately adjacent to the
highway and widening/twinning of the existing bridge over the river.



Both of these alignments could be a new 4-lane section, or operate as 2-lane couplets
for this short length (as applied in this preliminary evaluation).



At the northern end of this section, widening would require extensive retaining walls to
minimize cuts and / or structures.

Should this option be recommended for further consideration, the optimum approach for this
section of highway will require more detailed engineering. The following table summarizes the
relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option.
Capital Costs

• $300 - $400 million
• 18.8 km total

Length of Construction

• 6.1 km new construction, with 0.54 km tunnel / 0.39 km bridge
• 12.7 km of upgraded existing alignment

Land Acquisition

Addressing Capacity
Addressing Safety

• Approximately 10 ha Goldstream Park
• Approximately 30 ha forestry land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph
• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions
• No reasonable alternate emergency route

Addressing Reliability

• Significant improvements with wider cross section and emergency

vehicle turnarounds (Refer Section 5.3)
• Limited land acquisition

Other Benefits

• Lower environmental impact than new alignment options
• Construction can be effectively staged

Other Concerns
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11.8

OPTION H2: DOUBLE DECK

Option H2 – Double Deck was developed in response to input from the public and others to
attempt to reduce the potential footprint of the new alignment on Goldstream Park and the river
banks in a limited section through the park.
The option is to double deck the existing route through Goldstream Park (refer to Figure 11.2), a
concept that has been used in other jurisdictions in Europe and North America. Two types of
double deck options were considered:


Columns that straddle the existing alignment



A single line of columns on an adjacent alignment, also utilizing rock cuts.

Some technical issues that would need to be resolved in detailed planning are:


Ramping to achieve the change in grade and access the elevated sections



Extent of elevated structure



Construction of foundation in the immediate proximity of Goldstream River and the
existing highway.

The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option.
Capital Costs

• $400 - $500 million
• 18.9 km total

Length of Construction

• 6.2 km new construction – includes tunnel / double deck / bridge
• 12.7 km of upgraded existing alignment
• Approximately 20 ha Goldstream Park

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 60 ha forestry land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions

Addressing Safety

• Safety concerns for columns in side of highway
• No reasonable alternate emergency route

Addressing Reliability

• Significant improvements with wider cross section and

emergency vehicle turnarounds (Refer Section 5.3)
• Limited land acquisition

Other Benefits

• Lower environmental impact than new alignment options
• Construction can be effectively staged
• Significant construction delays

Other Concerns

• Construction cost penalties and traffic delays
• Visual / aesthetic impacts
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11.9

OPTION H3: COUNTERFLOW

Option H3 – Counterflow was developed to reduce the footprint of the new highway by limiting
the widening to three lanes with the centre lane operating as a counterflow lane as used in the
Dees Slough tunnel. The Counterflow Option H3 is based on the Widen Existing alignment.
An option was considered to introduce a counterflow centre lane to provide for the required
capacity in the peak direction, i.e.:


Two lanes southbound and one lane northbound in the morning peak



Two lanes northbound and one lane southbound in the afternoon peak.

This facility cannot be considered on the steeper sections that require a climbing lane for slower
moving vehicles, i.e. two lanes are required in the climbing direction. The widening to allow for
the counterflow was therefore only considered for the existing 2-lane section through
Goldstream Park (see Figure 11.3).
An important consideration is that there should be adequate capacity in the 1–lane direction to
cater for the reverse peak traffic volumes. The following table summarizes these traffic volumes
for 2026 conditions. The southbound reverse peak flow of 1,710 vph in the weekday p.m. peak
will exceed the existing 1-lane capacity of approximately 1,400 vph causing delays in traffic flow
in the reverse direction. The level of service drops from to an unacceptable level with increased
delays, slower speeds and the potential to cause queuing.
Peak Period

July 2007

2026 Reverse Peak Volumes

Weekday a.m.

850

Weekday p.m.

1700

Sunday p.m.

1500
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The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option.
Capital Costs

• $200 - $250 million
• 18.8 km total

Length of Construction

• 6.1 km new construction – includes a tunnel and bridge
• 12.7 km of upgraded existing alignment

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 10 ha Goldstream Park
• Approximately 30 ha forestry land

Addressing Capacity

• Inadequate capacity with only 1 lane in the reverse peak direction

Addressing Safety

• Counterflow lane operations can give rise to safety issues
• No reasonable alternate emergency route

Addressing Reliability

• Limited improvements with wider cross section and emergency

vehicle turnarounds – no median barrier
• Limited land acquisition

Other Benefits

• Lower environmental impact than new alignment options
• Construction can be effectively staged

Other Concerns

• Significant construction delays
• Construction cost penalties and traffic delays

11.10 OPTION H4: NEAR WEST
Option H4 – Near West was developed to provide as long an alternative route as possible
without crossing the E&N rail bed and limiting the impact on the Sooke Hills Wilderness Park
Reserve.
A number of alternative alignments, immediately west of the existing highway and to the east of
the E&N Railway, were investigated as part of this option. Of these, the preferred alignment,
Near West, is shown in Figure 11.4.
Near West provides a new route from south of Goldstream Park to the north of Tunnel Hill,
where it connects to the existing 4-lane section. The section from Tunnel Hill to Bamberton is
the same as for the previous options.
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This option will have some environmental, park and trail impacts, and careful location of the
route will be required to minimize these. The following table summarizes the relevant
information, benefits and concerns for this option:
Capital Costs

• $300 - $350 million
• 19.1 km total

Length of Construction

• 6.4 km of new construction, including a 0.5 km bridge
• 12.7 km of upgraded existing alignment
• Approximately 20 ha in Goldstream Park

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 60 ha on Forestry Land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity
Addressing Safety

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions
• A partial alternate emergency route

Addressing Reliability

• Significant improvements with wider cross section and

emergency vehicle turnarounds (Refer Section 5.3)
• Limited land acquisition

Other Benefits

• Allows for reasonable construction staging
• Significant construction delays

Other Concerns

• Construction cost penalties and traffic delays
• Some environmental impacts
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11.11 OPTION H5: E&N RIGHT-OF-WAY
Option H5 - E&N Right-of-way was developed to use the existing E&N right-of-way as the new
alignment to minimize the impact on the Sooke Wilderness Park Reserve and Goldstream Park.
This alignment (shown in Figure 11.5) poses two design issues that will require property
acquisition and realignment:


The right-of-way is too narrow for a highway - an approximate width of 30.5 m, as
compared to the required average of 60 m to 80 m



The horizontal geometry has minimum curves of 150 m radius, resulting in a design
speed of 65 km/hr.

The use of the alignment for a highway would remove the right-of-way from future consideration
as an improved rail facility. The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits
and concerns for this option:
Capital Costs

• $300 - $400 million
• 19.2 km total

Length of Construction

• 14.2 km of new construction
• 5.0 km of upgraded existing alignment
• Approximately 60 ha of forestry land

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 20 ha in Goldstream Park
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity
Addressing Safety

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions
• A full alternate emergency route (new alignment and

Shawnigan Lake Road)
Addressing Reliability

• Significant improvements with wider cross section and

emergency vehicle turnarounds (Refer Section 5.3)
Other Benefits

• Less construction delays
• Loss of use of the rail right-of-way for a rail system

Other Concerns

• More environmental and trail impacts
• Significant construction required for benefits are realized
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11.12 OPTION H6: NIAGARA MAIN
Option H6 – Niagara Main was developed to provide as long as possible alternative route to the
existing highway, reduce the impact on Goldstream Park and to provide the least grade and
minimum elevation gain.
This option (shown on Figure 11.6) is a route to the west of the E&N right-of-way, extending to
the Summit. A significant portion of the route is along an abandoned forestry road (Niagara
Main), which has been selected as part of the Trans-Canada Trail.
The option has greater vertical grades (6.6% - design refinement could reduce these grades).
The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option:
Capital Costs

• $300 - $400 million
• 19.7 km total

Total Length

• 14.7 km of new construction
• 5.0 km of upgraded existing alignment
• Approximately 10 ha in Goldstream Park

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 30 ha in Sooke Hills Wilderness Regional

Park
• Approximately 50 ha on Forestry Land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity
Addressing Safety

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions
• A full alternate emergency route (new alignment via

Shawnigan Lake Road)
Addressing Reliability

• Significant improvements with wider cross section and

emergency vehicle turnarounds (Refer Section 5.3)
Other Benefits

• Less construction delays
• Due to the higher elevation additional maintenance will be

required.
Other Concerns

• More land acquisition
• More environmental and trail impacts
• Significant construction required for benefits are realized
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11.13 OPTION H7: COUPLET
Option H7 – Couplet was developed using the existing highway serving northbound (uphill) and
the new alignment serving southbound (downhill) traffic between Goldstream Park and the
Summit. The southbound alignment (shown in Figure 11.7) would be along the same alignment
as Niagara Main (H6).
This option could also provide an opportunity for staging of construction and reducing
construction impacts on the operation of the existing highway. The northbound uphill section
(i.e. the existing cross section) would be at a lower design standard than the new southbound
section. There is, however, room on most of the northbound section for truck climbing lanes. An
alternative route to the existing highway is provided but would require significant traffic
management to operate.
An important operational consideration would be the provision of access from the north and the
south, for Goldstream Park and residential and commercial properties along the route. While the
provision of connections for all the movements could be accommodated, these would require
very steep grades, expensive and difficult construction through environmentally sensitive areas,
as well as some significant additional travel distances for road users. Should this option be
considered further analysis of the feasibility of cross connection would be required. Further
bridge crossings of the rail line would also be required for all connections.
The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option:
Capital Costs

• $250 - $300 million
• 19.3 km total

Length of Construction

• 14.7 km of new construction
• 4.6 km of upgraded existing alignment
• Approximately 30 ha in Goldstream Park

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 30 ha in Sooke Hills Wilderness Regional

Park
• Approximately 100 ha on Forestry Land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity
• Current design standards improve safety conditions in the

Addressing Safety

southbound direction
• The northbound safety would also be improved

Addressing Reliability
Other Benefits

• A full alternate route would be provided – however there is

an issue of connectivity between the two highways
• Can reduce construction delays
• Access from the north and to the south

Other Concerns
July 2007
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11.14 OPTION H8: SHAWNIGAN
Option H8 – Shawnigan (shown on Figure 11.8) was developed with the intent of providing a full
alternate route to as far north as possible. This option extends the Niagara Main alignment from
the Summit to join the existing highway south of Mill Bay.
From the Summit, an alignment was selected to the east of the E&N rail line, where there is less
development. At the northern end, the alignment turns northeast through the saddle between
Baldy Mountain and Malahat Ridge, crossing a short terrain before descending to the existing
Trans-Canada Highway south of Mill Bay.
The following table summarizes the relevant information, benefits and concerns for this option:
Capital Costs

• $400 - $600 million

Length of Construction

• 26.2 km new construction
• Approximately 10 ha in Goldstream Park

Land Acquisition

• Approximately 30 ha in Sooke Hills Wilderness Regional

Park
• Approximately 120 ha on Forestry Land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity

Addressing Safety

• Current design standards improve safety conditions

Addressing Reliability

• A complete alternate emergency route

Other Benefits

• Minimal construction delays
• More land acquisition

Other Concerns

• More environmental and trail impacts
• Full construction required for benefits are realized
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11.15 OPTION H9: FAR WEST
Option H9 – Far West was developed to provide a complete alternative route to the existing
highway but with no impact on the CRD catchment lands or Sooke Hills Wilderness Reserve. A
preliminary route to the west of the CRD catchment lands, and west of the Leech River
watershed, was considered. This route (shown in Figure 11.9) connects south through
Metchosin and to Highway 1 north of Cobble Hill.
A route through the CRD catchment was not considered. This includes avoiding the Leech River
watershed area, which may be incorporated in the CRD waterlands in the future.
This route is through rough terrain and is approximately 80 km long, with associated high
construction costs and increased travel times due to the length.
Capital Costs

• $1,200 - $1,500 million

Length of Construction
(north of Cobble Hill)

• 80 km total new construction

• Approximately 35 properties in Langford, Metchosin and

Land Acquisition

Sooke
• Approximately 370 ha on Forestry Land
• 2026 demand = 2,500 vph

Addressing Capacity

• Capacity = 2,700 vph - would provide adequate capacity

Addressing Safety

• Current design standards improve safety conditions

Addressing Reliability

• A complete alternate emergency route

Other Benefits

• No construction delays
• More land acquisition
• A significantly longer route

Other Concerns

• More environmental impacts
• Full construction required for benefits are realized
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12.0 Screening of Options
12.1

INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapters have developed and conducted separate preliminary evaluations of 19
options for addressing the transportation issues on the Malahat Corridor. These options,
grouped in the three categories of alternate modes, existing alignments and new alignments
(including Bridge options), are:
Alternate Modes

Existing Alignment

New Alignment

•

Car ferry

•

H1a: Widen Existing

•

H4: Near West

•

Passenger ferry

•

H1b: Improve Existing

•

H5: E&N

•

Express Bus A –
40-minute frequency

•

H2: Double Deck

•

H6: Niagara Main

•

H3: Counterflow

•

H7: Counterflow

•

Express Bus B –
20-minute frequency

•

H8: Shawnigan

•

Commuter Rail A –
1 train per day

•

H9: Far West

•

B1: Peninsula Bridge

•

B2: Highlands Bridge

•
•

Commuter Rail B –
3 trains per day
Combined alternate
modes (Rail / Transit)

This chapter consolidates the preliminary evaluations and applies the consultation findings to
identify a set of preferred options. These screened options are subjected to a more detailed
evaluation in Chapter 13.

12.2

OVERVIEW OF CONSULTATION FINDINGS

The options were presented at local government and stakeholder workshops and open houses
held in June 2006. There was also ongoing consultation via the project web site and e-mail,
letter and fax submissions. A summary of the findings of this first round of consultation are
documented in Appendix C.
The following are the general consultation preferences identified through these activities:


72% favor road-based options and 25% favor alternate modes



For the road based options, the majority favor a new alignment, in particular Niagara
Main – there is less support for the existing alignment and bridge options



For the alternate modes, the preferences are for rail and transit, or a combination of
these



There is a low level of support for the Ferry, Double Deck, Counterflow and Far West
options.
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12.3

SCREENING PARAMETERS

Chapter 2 presented the Multiple Accounts Evaluation framework that is being applied in the
project. The following table lists the evaluation parameters included in this framework and
indicates which have been applied in the screening process:
Apply in
Screening

Parameter

Comments

Financial Account
Capital costs

9

Operating / Maintenance
costs

X

This is not considered a significant screening parameter
– information is presented in the detailed evaluation

Incremental staging
opportunities

9

The potential to incrementally stage the implementation
of the options

Customer Service Account
Reliability

9

The extent to which reliability issues are resolved

Road safety

9

The extent to which road safety is improved

Capacity

9

The extent to which future capacity issues are resolved

Vehicle operating costs /
travel times

X

Will be included in the detailed benefit-cost evaluation

Property access

9

The level of convenience for property access along the
highway

Construction delays

9

The construction delays associated with the
implementation of the options

Environmental / Social-Community / Economic Accounts
Environmental impacts

9

For screening, the environmental parameters have been
grouped as a single consideration

Community impacts

9

The impacts of the options in disruption to residential
communities

Trails and parks impacts

9

The impacts of the options on parks and trails

Planning compatibility

9

The compatibility of the options with OCPs and Regional
planning initiatives

First Nations impacts

9

This consultation process is ongoing and information is
not currently available

Economic impacts

X

This is not a significant consideration for the project - it is
discussed in the detailed evaluation
Consultation Findings

Public support
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12.4

SCREENING APPROACH

Categories of Options
Each of the categories of options offers distinct benefits. These are:
Alternate Modes

Existing Alignments

New Alignments

• Low cost / quick implementation • Resolves transportation issues

• Resolves transportation issues

• Compatibility with regional

• Provides alternate routes to

planning initiatives
• A degree of public support

• Lower cost and environmental

impacts than new alignments.
• Incremental staging

opportunities

improve reliability
• Less construction delays
• Strong community support

• Some public support – less than

for new alignments

As the benefits of each of these categories are distinct, the approach adopted was to select at
least one option from each for further evaluation. In this context:
1.

As the basic objective of the study is to address the transportation issues on the
Corridor, the performance of the options in improving capacity, safety and reliability
performance are primary considerations

2.

If none of the options within a category have distinct transportation benefits over the
others, those with the highest impacts and costs would be discarded.
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12.5

ALTERNATE MODE OPTIONS

The following table presents the screening evaluation of the Alternate Mode options:
Parameter

Ferry

Transit

Rail

Combined

Capital Costs
Capital costs
Staging opportunities
Customer Service
Capacity
Road safety
Reliability
Access
Construction delays
Environment, Community and Social
Environmental impacts
Community impacts
Trails and parks impacts
Planning compatibility
Public Support
Public Support
Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

Conclusions:


None of the modes have distinct transportation benefits relating to capacity, safety and
reliability improvements



Ferries has a higher cost than transit, has some community impacts (due to terminal
upgrading) and the least public support



The Rail and Combined options have higher costs without incremental transportation
benefits



Transit performs similarly to the other options in transportation terms, but has lower
costs, and is also quicker to implement.

The Transit option has been selected as a preferred option for consideration in Chapter 13.
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12.6

EXISTING ALIGNMENT OPTIONS

The following table presents the screening evaluation of the Existing Alignment options:
Parameter

Widen

Improve

Double Deck

Counterflow

Financial Account
Capital costs
Staging opportunities
Customer Service Account
Capacity
Road safety
Reliability
Property access
Construction delays
Environmental / Social / Economic Accounts
Environmental impacts
Community impacts
Trails and parks impacts
Planning compatibility
Public Support
Public support
Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

Conclusions:


With the exception of the Counterflow, all the options offer a significant degree of
improvement to capacity, safety and reliability



The Double Deck option does not have distinct transportation benefits, and has less
public support and higher costs



The Counterflow option has an inferior transportation performance and does not have
significantly lower costs than Widen Existing



For the remaining options, Improve Existing is superior for road safety (no speed
advisories), whereas Widen Existing has lower costs and environmental impacts.

The Widen Existing and Improve Existing options have been selected as preferred options.
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12.7

NEW ALIGNMENT OPTIONS

The following table presents the screening evaluation of the New Alignment Options.
Parameter

Near West

E&N

Niagara
Main

Couplet

Shawnigan

Far West

Peninsula
Bridge

Highlands
Bridge

Financial Account
Capital costs
Staging opportunities
Customer Service
Capacity
Road safety
Reliability
Access
Construction delays
Environmental / Social / Economic Accounts
Environmental impacts
Community impacts
Trails and parks impacts
Planning compatibility
Public Support
Public Support

Legend
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Conclusions:


With the exception of the Far West option, all the options provide a significant degree of
improvement for capacity, safety and reliability



The two Bridges and the Far West alignment have significantly higher costs without
distinct transportation benefits



The E&N option has no superior performance, will replace the E&N rail line and has little
community support



The Shawnigan option is more expensive, without significant transportation benefits



The Couplet will have significant issues relating to property access (Appendix G), has
no distinct transportation benefits and is only slightly lower cost than other more
favorable transportation options.

The Near West and Niagara Main options have been selected as preferred options for further
consideration in Chapter 13.

12.8

SUMMARY

The following options have been advanced for further detailed evaluation:


Transit – Express Bus



Highway option H1a - Widen Existing



Highway option H1b - Improve existing



Highway option H4 - Near West



Highway option H6 - Niagara Main.
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13.0 Detailed Evaluation
13.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a detailed evaluation of the preferred options identified in Chapter 12,
namely:


Transit: Express Bus – 40-minute schedule



H1a: Widen Existing – widen to 4 lanes, maintaining the current speed advisories



H1b: Improve Existing – widen to 4 lanes with an improved alignment, eliminating the
speed advisories



H4: Near West – a new alignment between Goldstream Park and Tunnel Hill, avoiding
Sooke Hills Wilderness Reserve, with widening to 4 lanes on the remainder of the route



H6: Niagara Main – a new alignment between Goldstream Park and the Summit, with
widening to 4 lanes on the remainder of the route

This evaluation includes a discussion on the performance of the options with respect to each of
the accounts of the Multiple Accounts Evaluation (MAE) framework. The benefit-cost analysis of
the options is presented in Section 13.7.

13.2

FINANCIAL ACCOUNT

The financial account includes the consideration of the following MAE elements:


Capital costs



Operating and maintenance costs



Incremental implementation staging opportunities.

Capital Costs
The capital costs associated with each of the options are:
Transit

$270,000 per year for six new buses

H1a: Widen Existing

$200 - 250 million

H1b: Improve Existing

$300 - 400 million

H4: Near West

$300 - 350 million

H6: Niagara Main

$300 - $400 million

The following points are noted:


Transit costs are insignificant when compared to the highway options - by comparison,
the present value of $270,000 per year over 20 years is $2.3 million
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The Widen Existing costs are approximately $100,000 million lower than the other
highway options



The Improve Existing, Near West, and Niagara Main options have similar order-ofmagnitude costs.

Operating and Maintenance Costs
The comparison of operating and maintenance costs of highway and transit systems is a
complex topic, because of considerations such as:


Transit also requires the highway to be maintained – how should the costs between the
modes be apportioned?



Highway users do not contribute directly for operating costs, whereas bus passengers
do pay a user fee, thus offsetting overall costs.

The available information on this topic is summarized in the table below. Given the similar level
of maintenance costs associated with the options, it is concluded that this item will not be a
significant differentiating factor in the overall evaluation process.
• Requires approximately $500,000 per year for operating costs for the

Transit

Express Bus A option
• Annual subsidy for capital and operating costs for this option are

$460,000
• The relative maintenance costs for each highway option have been

included in the benefit-cost analysis (Section 13.7)
Highway options

• These indicate an approximate reduction of $1 million per year for

the new highway options as compared to Transit (i.e. do-nothing for
the highway), due mainly to delaying the need for rehabilitation

Implementation Staging Opportunities
Transit

The implementation costs are low, therefore incremental
implementation staging is not a consideration

H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

There is significant flexibility for implementing the option in stages,
with interim benefits being realized on completion of each section

H4: Near West

The opportunities are the same as for H1a and H1b for the 13 km
section between Tunnel Hill and Bamberton
However the whole of the 6 km section between Goldstream Park and
Tunnel Hill (approximately $120 million) would need to be constructed
before benefits are realized

H6: Niagara Main

The opportunities are the same as H1a and H1b for the 5 km section
between the Summit and Bamberton
However the whole of the 15 km section between Goldstream Park
and the Summit (approximately $300 million) would need to be
constructed before benefits are realized
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The following points are noted:


The existing alignment options (H1a and H1b) provide significant opportunities for
incremental implementation staging



Near West provides more opportunities than Niagara Main.

Summary of Financial Account
A summary of the relative merits of the screened options, as they have been assessed for the
Financial account, is presented below. An overall assessment of the options, with respect to
financial considerations is also provided.
Option

Capital Costs

Operating /
Maintenance

Staging
Opportunities

Overall
Assessment

Transit
H1a: Widen Existing
H1b: Improve Existing
H4: Near West
H6: Niagara Main
Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

Conclusions:


Transit is the most favorable, given the significantly lower costs



Widen Existing is the most favorable of the highway options, due to its relatively lower
costs and incremental staging opportunities



Improve Existing and Near West have similar merits



Niagara Main is the least favorable in financial terms.
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13.3

CUSTOMER SERVICE ACCOUNT

The Customer Service account includes the consideration of the following MAE elements:


Capacity



Travel times



Safety



Reliability



Property access



Construction delays.

Capacity
As presented in Section 5.1, the existing northbound demand exceeds available capacity in the
Friday p.m. peak. The capacity considerations relating to the accommodation of traffic growth
are summarized in the table below. The highway options are significantly superior to the transit
option in their ability to accommodate future traffic volumes.
• The transit system has the potential to divert approximately 60 vehicles

in the p.m. peak (Chapter 7), and has little impact on capacity issues
Transit

• The future traffic volumes will be significantly in excess of existing

capacity – a peak demand of approximately 2,400 vph versus a capacity
of 1,400 vph
Highway options

• All the options provide adequate capacity to cater for the forecast 2026

traffic volumes at a Level of Service D

Travel Times
The relative travel time considerations relating to the options are summarized in the table below.
The highway options provide significant time savings for all road users.
Transit

• Has an approximate travel time of 84 minutes between Duncan and

Victoria
H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

• An approximate travel time of 60 minutes between Duncan and Victoria
• A time saving of approximately $40 million per year for all road users, as

compared to the Transit option (Section 13.7)
• Similar to H1a and H1b except that the time saving would be

H4: Near West

approximately $30 million per year (travel distance 0.3 km longer than
H1a and H1b)
• Similar to H1a and H1b except that the time saving would be

H6: Niagara Main
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Road Safety
The relative road safety considerations relating to the options are summarized in the table
below. The highway options offer significant road safety benefits over transit.
Transit

• Provides limited improvements in road safety due to a small

reduction in vehicle volumes
• Significant road safety improvements resulting from improvements in

H1a: Widen Existing

highway standards and median barriers – could result in
approximately 2 less fatalities every 5 years
• A saving in collision costs of about $20 million per year
• This option will require speed advisories

H1b: Improve Existing

• Similar to H1a, except that the need for speed advisories is

eliminated
H4: Near West

• Similar to H1b

H6: Niagara Main

• Similar to H1b

Reliability
The relative reliability considerations relating to the options are summarized below. The
conclusions are that the highway options provide significant reliability improvements, especially
Niagara Main which offers a full alternate route for diverting traffic during road closures.
• Provides limited benefit due to a small reduction in vehicle volumes

Transit

• Bus passengers also caught up in road closures
• Maximum closures about 6 - 7 hours (Section 5.3)
• Significant improvements resulting from cross section widening and

the introduction of median barriers along the length of the highway
H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

• Reduce maximum closures to about 2 hours between Goldstream

Park and the Summit (Section 5.3)
• Shawnigan Lake Road provides an alternate route north of Summit –

maximum closure less than an hour
• Similar to H1a and H1b for Tunnel Hill to Bamberton

H4: Near West

• Alternate route Goldstream Park -Tunnel Hill – maximum closure =

less than 1 hour (Section 5.3)
H6: Niagara Main

• Full alternate route – maximum closure less than 1 hour (Section

5.3)
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Property Access
Traffic access will not be a significant differentiator between the options, as all properties will be
conveniently accessible via the existing highway alignment.
Construction Delays
The relative construction delay considerations relating to the options are:
Transit

No construction delays

H1a: Widen Existing

Significant construction delays, with all construction on the existing
highway

H1b: Improve Existing

Significant construction delays, with most construction on the existing
highway – some short sections of new alignment can be constructed
without significant delays to traffic

H4: Near West

Significant construction delays, with 13 km of 19 km being along the
existing highway between Tunnel Hill and Bamberton

H6: Niagara Main

The least construction delays with 5 km of 19 km being along the
existing highway between the Summit and Bamberton

Conclusions:


Transit has no construction delays



Niagara Main has the least construction delay of the highway options



Widen Existing would have the highest construction delays.
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Summary of Customer Service Account
A summary of the relative merits of the screened options is presented below. An overall
assessment of the options, with respect to customer service considerations is also provided.

Option

Capacity

Travel
Times

Road
Safety

Reliability

Construction
Delays

Overall
Ranking

Transit

H1a: Widen Existing

H1b: Improve Existing

H4: Near West

H6: Niagara Main

Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

Conclusions:


Niagara Main is the most favorable in terms of customer service



The other highway options also offer significant transportation benefits, except for
construction delays on the existing alignment options



Transit is the least favorable, providing low benefits because of low ridership.
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13.4

ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNT

The Environmental account includes the consideration of the following MAE elements:


Environmentally sensitive areas



Fish and aquatic habitat



Vegetation and wildlife



Rare and endangered species



Archaeology

The potential environmental issues identified for the first five of these considerations are based
on a review of available data (Appendix I). More detailed assessments will be required before
definitive conclusions can be drawn on these.
Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The considerations relating to impacts on environmentally sensitive areas are:
Transit
H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

• Has no impact on environmentally sensitive areas
• Affects approximately 2000m of Older Forest habitats
• Has 11 creek crossings which can be expected to include additional

environmentally sensitive areas
• The length of polygons for sensitive ecosystems are approximately:

H4: Near West

o

Riparian – 90m

o

Wetland – 150m

o

Older Forest habitats – 60m

o Woodland – 500m
• Has 16 creek crossings which can be expected to include additional
environmentally sensitive areas
• The length of polygons for sensitive ecosystems are approximately:

H6: Niagara Main

o

Riparian – 90m

o

Wetland – 700m

o Older Forest habitats – 2350m
• Has 14 creek crossings which can be expected to include additional
environmentally sensitive areas
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Conclusions:


Niagara Main affects the greatest diversity and extent of environmentally sensitive areas,
followed by Near West



The existing alignment options have the least impact of the highway options



The Transit option has no impact on environmentally sensitive areas.

Fish and Aquatic Habitat
The considerations relating to impacts on fish and aquatic habitat are:
Transit

• Has no impact on fish and aquatic habitat
• All cross Goldstream River, Niagara Creek and Irving Creek, which

Highway options

are fish bearing creeks
• All cross a number of other creeks which are not listed as carrying

fish species, but likely support some species

Conclusions:


The highway options will all have some impacts on fish and aquatic habitat



In relative terms, Niagara Main would have the highest impact, followed by Near West
and then the existing alignment options



Mitigation measures may be required to limit potential for riparian habitat disturbance
and control potential for increased sediment and erosion



A development buffer and special provisions for in-water and near - water work will also
be required.

Vegetation and Wildlife
The considerations relating to impacts on vegetation and wildlife are:
Transit

• Has no incremental impact on vegetation and wildlife habitats
• A loss of some vegetation and wildlife habitats

H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

• Would reduce habitat fragmentation compared to the other

H4: Near West

• A loss of some vegetation and wildlife habitats

H6: Niagara Main

alignments, but wider rights of way may also act as increased barrier
to some wildlife movement

• Will produce the greatest losses of vegetation and wildlife habitats
• Will also cause the greatest habitat fragmentation
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Conclusions:


All the highway options will have some impacts on vegetation and wildlife



Niagara Main has the highest potential impact, followed by Near West and then the
existing alignment options.

Rare and Endangered Species
The considerations relating to impacts on rare and endangered species are:
Transit

• Has no impact on rare and endangered species
• The highest potential of adversely affecting the Western Screech

H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

Owl
• Creeks, wetlands and riparian areas may provide habitat for the

common water shrew, and also have a high potential to contain plant
species at risk
• Woodland ecosystems are known to support the highest diversity of

plants in coastal British Columbia, and Garry Oak Woodlands are
home to nearly 100 species at risk
H4: Near West

• Creeks, wetlands and riparian areas may provide habitat for the

common water shrew, and also have a high potential to contain plant
species at risk
• Potential impacts on Marbled Murrulet
• Crosses the greatest amount of potential water shrew habitats
• Creeks, wetlands and riparian areas may provide habitat for the

H6: Niagara Main

common water shrew, and also have a high potential to contain plant
species at risk
• Greatest potential to impact on the critical Marbled Murrulet habitat

Conclusions:


All the highway options will have some impacts on rare and endangered species



Niagara Main has the highest potential impact



The other three highway options have a similar potential impact.
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Archaeology
The considerations relating to impacts archaeology are:
Transit
H1a: Widen Existing /
H1b: Improve Existing

• Has no impact on archeological sites
• Do not appear to directly impact any recorded archaeological sites
• The potential for impacting currently unrecorded sites is assessed as

low to moderate
• Does not appear to directly impact any recorded archaeological sites

H4: Near West

• The potential for impacting currently unrecorded sites is assessed as

moderate to high
• Does not appear to directly impact any recorded archaeological sites

H6: Niagara Main

• Potential for impacting currently unrecorded sites is assessed as

high

Conclusions:


None of the highway options appear to directly impact recorded archaeological sites,
however all have the potential to impact currently unrecorded sites



Niagara Main has the highest potential to impact sites, followed by Near West and then
the existing alignment options.
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Summary of Environmental Account:
A summary of the relative merits of the screened options is presented below. An overall
assessment of the options, with respect to environmental considerations is also provided.

Option

Sensitive
Areas

Rare /
Fish / Vegetation
Endangered Archaeology
Aquatic / Wildlife
Species

Overall
Assessment

Transit
H1a: Widen
Existing
H1b:
Improve
Existing
H4: Near
West
H6: Niagara
Main
Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

Conclusions:


Niagara Main has the highest potential impacts for most of the elements of the
environmental account, followed by Near West.



The existing alignment options (H1a and H1b) have the least potential impacts of the
highway options



Transit is the most favorable, having no incremental impacts over the existing situation.
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13.5

SOCIAL – COMMUNITY ACCOUNT

The Social-Community account includes the consideration of the following MAE elements:


Disruption to residential neighbourhoods



Impacts on parks and trails



Compatibility with planning initiatives.

Community Disruption
The study area contains no existing traditional residential neighbourhoods. However, a number
of individual homes do exist, predominantly east of the existing highway to the north of Tunnel
Hill, and west of the highway in the area around the Malahat business district (Malahat Mountain
Inn vicinity). None of the options have a significant impact on these residential areas.
Trails and Parks
The southern portion of the study area is designated parkland, including Goldstream Provincial
Park and the Sooke Hills Wilderness Reserve. Transiting the entire study area is the proposed
routing of the Trans-Canada Trail (TCT).
The considerations relating to impacts on trails and parks are:
Transit

• No impacts

H1a: Widen Existing H1b:
Improve Existing

• Increased footprint impact on trails in Goldstream Park
• No impact on Sooke Hills or the TCT
• Largest impact on Goldstream Park (a 3.25 km right-of-way) – will

H4: Near West

result in fragmentation
• No impact on Sooke Hills or the TCT
• Least impact on Goldstream Park (a 680 m right-of-way)

H6: Niagara Main

• Impacts 3 km of the TCT
• Has a significant impact on Sooke Hills

Planning Compatibility
Relevant extracts from planning documents are:
1.

Capital Regional District - TravelChoices Strategy
The mission of the CRD’s TravelChoices strategy is "to significantly increase the proportion
of people walking, cycling, using transit, ride-sharing and using other alternatives to driving
alone."
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2.

Cowichan Valley Regional District
The OCP documents state that:
 “The Trans Canada Highway shall continue to be considered a controlled access
highway”
 “The development of local or private roads intersecting with the Trans Canada Highway
shall be discouraged unless in compliance the CVRD regulations and approved by the
Ministry of Transportation.”

3.

City of Langford OCP
The OCP document states that:
 “Major roads should be designed to minimize the negative impact on surrounding
neighbourhoods
 Major roads shall be developed in harmony with the local environment, and shall be
designed to be compatible with existing and proposed land use designations
 In rural areas of the community, landscaping and view corridors shall be preserved and
maintained to the maximum extent possible.”

The conclusions on the compatibility of the options with local planning initiatives are:

Transit

• In support of CRD Travel Choices
• Does not conflict with other policies
• Does not support CRD strategy relating to the strong encouraging of

non-SOV trips and the reducing of peak hour trips
Highway Options

• General compliance with Langford providing that the considerations

included in their policies are adhered to
• Does not conflict with CVRD planning
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Summary of Social - Community Account
A summary of the relative merits of the screened options is presented below. An overall
assessment of the options, with respect to social-community considerations is also provided.

Option

Goldstream
Park

Sooke Hills

Overall
Assessment

TCT

Transit

H1a: Widen Existing

H1b: Improve Existing

H4: Near West

H6: Niagara Main

Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

The conclusions on the potential social-community impacts of the options are:


Niagara Main has the highest potential overall impact for most of the elements of the
environmental account, followed by Near West



Near West and the existing alignment options (H1a and H1b) have the highest potential
impact on Goldstream Park



Transit is the most favorable, having no incremental impacts over the existing situation.
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13.6

ECONOMIC ACCOUNT

The Economic account considers the potential contribution of the options to economic
development. It is intended to provide a description of local, regional, provincial or national
benefits to one or more sectors of the economy as a result of transportation improvements.
The highway options will enhance access to and from points north of the Malahat, and may help
to overcome the “psychological” barrier posed by the Malahat which affects travel between the
capital region and points north.
Some investment decisions might consider the impacts of the road improvements but the role of
the improvements would likely be minor. In any event, new investment in the study area
communities would likely involve a transfer of investment (such as to an area north of the
Malahat from one in the south) as opposed to a net benefit. Within this framework, there is not
likely to be any significant difference among the options.

13.7

CONSULTATION FINDINGS

The Phase 2 consultation program was similar to Phase 1 in that it included use of the website,
stakeholder and local government information sessions, and open houses. The findings of this
second round of consultation are presented in Appendix D. Attendance at the open houses was
about a third of attendance during Phase 1. Feedback forms were received from the open
houses and through the website. In addition, emails were evaluated.
Respondents were asked to identify their preferred (2 point weighting) and second most
preferred (1 point weighting) options from the screened list of preferred options.
The conclusions did not indicate a distinct community preference.
Approximately 54% of weighted points from the feedback forms (246 were submitted) favoured
one of the five options. Of these, widening or improving the existing highway scored 10%, transit
scored 20%, and new alignments scored 25%, with Niagara Main option (17%) scoring about
double of Near West (8%).
The detailed findings of the consultation exercise are available for future evaluation and
decision-making. It is, however, noted that the results of this survey may not reflect overall
community preferences because of the self-selecting nature of respondents – either those
attending public meetings or those responding to an internet campaign.
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An illustration of the relative community preference is summarized below:

Option

Community Preference

Transit

H1a: Widen Existing

H1b: Improve Existing

H4: Near West

H6: Niagara Main

Legend
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Benefit Cost Analysis
A benefit-cost analysis was conducted on the highway options20. The Transit option was not
included in this analysis as the benefits and costs are significantly lower than the others and the
benefit-cost models are not adequately sensitive to provide meaningful analyses of small
numbers.
The analysis was undertaken using the MicroBencost software. The following table summarizes
the findings of this analysis:
Parameter

H1a

H1b

Near West

Niagara Main

Discounted costs (2004 $million)
Capital

220

330

270

330

Salvage value

44

70

58

69

Increased Maintenance
and Rehab

-1.3

-1.3

-1.2

-1.0

Total discounted costs

175

259

211

260

Discounted benefits (2004 $million)
Delay reduction

41

41

34

22

Vehicle operating costs
reduction

6

6

3

-3

Crash reduction

20

20

19

17

Total discounted benefits

67

67

56

36

Economic indicators
Net Present Value (NPV)

-79

-192

-159

-220

Benefit-Cost ratio

.45

.26

.26

.14

All the highway options have benefit-cost ratio of less than 1.0. A sensitivity analysis was
undertaken by varying the discount rates, construction costs and traffic growth. The benefit-cost
ratio remained less than 1.0, and the relative ratios remained similar over the range of scenarios
tested.
From a benefit cost perspective, Options H1a would be the preferred option, followed by H1b
and Near West. Niagara Main returns the lowest benefit-cost ratio.

20

Benefit Cost Analysis, Highway 1 Malahat Drive Realignment, Apex Engineering Limited, October 2006
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13.8

SUMMARY OF OVERALL EVALUATION

The following table summarizes each of the overall accounts for the 5 options:

Account

Transit

Widen
Existing

Improve
Existing

Near West

Niagara
Main

Financial
Customer Service
Environmental
Social Community
Community
Preference
Benefit-cost ratio

not available

Legend

Most favorable

Least favorable

The conclusions from this table are:
1.

There is no option that performs either the best or the worst over all the accounts. A final
decision on the selected option will thus require the consideration of trade-off benefits
and disbenefits.

2.

Although the Transit option performs the best over most of the accounts, it does little to
address the transportation issues of capacity, safety and reliability requiring attention
along the Corridor.

3.

The Niagara Main option provides the best transportation performance, however at the
expense of the considerations of the other accounts. It has the lowest benefit-cost ratio,
and is the least favorable with respect to the financial, environmental and socialcommunity considerations.

4.

The Widen Existing option provides significant transportation benefits, and has the
least negative impacts of the highway options.

5.

The Improve Existing option has similar results to Widen Existing, except that the costs
are significantly higher. It is noted that the safety benefits of improving the alignment to
eliminate the speed advisories are not reflected at this level of analysis, they should;
however, receive consideration in the final analysis.

6.

The Near West option’s transportation performance is between the Improve Existing and
Niagara Main options, as are the impacts.
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14.0 Short to Medium Term Measures
14.1

RECENT MEASURES

The Ministry has recently completed a number of short term safety improvements following a
report prepared by the Ministry in November 2005. These include:


Extension of the median barrier by 1.3 km to the north, in the area of Tunnel Hill



Modification of signage and delineators to diamond grade reflectivity



Modification of the lane markings to diamond grade reflective markings



The addition of centerline rumble strips



Improvements to the Information signage.

The net impact of these measures has been an improvement in the overall safety measures.

14.2

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

The following short to medium term measures, discussed below, has been developed in
discussion with the Ministry District staff and the RCMP, and is proposed for consideration in the
near future:


The addition of diamond grade highly reflective pavement markings throughout



The extension of the median barrier 1.7km to the north, in the area of Tunnel Hill



Construction of pull outs for use by the RCMP for traffic enforcement



Provision of a U-turn facility and a Park-and-ride at Shawnigan Lake junction



Provision of a U-turn facility at Whittaker Road



The provision of more CCVT cameras to monitor road conditions



An upgrade of the weather monitoring capabilities.

As noted in the Ministry report of November 7th, 2005, the provision of all-weather, highly
reflective pavement edge lines, with an inverted profile, would reduce the number of collisions
by increasing a driver’s ability to see the driveable section of the roadway. These pavement
marking systems can be seen during heavy rainfall events and work as a high quality
delineation mechanism. The inverted profile of the line allows for water to drain quickly away
from the lines and allow the glass beads to remain visible. It is estimated that this system could
reduce the number of collisions by an estimated 13% and will cost approximately $1 million for
the entire Corridor. The cost savings in accident reductions is estimated at $1.5 million per year.
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The Ministry report also identifies the potential to extend the median barrier a further 1.7km on
the 4-lane section north of Tunnel Hill. However, this improvement will require further study as
the present median is only 1.7m wide, less than the desirable width of 2.6m, necessitating a
widening of the existing road. Also in this area are issues relating to access and turn-around,
and the accident history does not indicate this as a high incident area. Discussion with
stakeholder groups will be required to identify other impacts such as creating a turn opportunity.
Should this be considered further, more study is required and is not recommended at this time.
In discussion with Staff Sergeant Ted Smith, of the RCMP, the potential benefits of provisioning
pull outs to implement traffic violation enforcement at 3 locations on the highway. This measure
requires further study to evaluate the land acquisition requirements and the construction
implications.
The formalization of a U-turn facility at the South Shawnigan Lake junction, along with the
provision of “Park-and-ride” parking, has been identified. At the present time there are areas of
random parking at the intersection. This parking is uncontrolled and at times limits the sight lines
for the operation of the intersection. Also, the use of the area as a U-turn has also been
observed and the opportunity to formalize both activities would enhance the safety of the
intersection. Land acquisition and construction implications require further study.
An opportunity to improve the intersection at Whittaker Road has been identified and further
study is required to confirm the feasibility, construction issues and any land acquisition that may
be required.
Other short to medium term improvements could include additional CCTV cameras to monitor
traffic, accidents and weather, and could be linked to the RCMP and Ministry operations, which
would have the potential to improve safety and operations. The costs and potential
improvements would also require further study.

14.3

SUMMARY

It is recommended that there be further discussion and study, in conjunction with the Regional
office of the Ministry, to the cost effectiveness and implications of each of these proposed
improvements. Given the impacts of previous safety measures have had, it is recommended
that the Ministry continue advancing additional safety measures as funding comes available.
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15.0 What Does This Mean?
Existing Transportation Issues
Significant upgrades are not required at this time. Capacity and safety are at acceptable levels,
and given the relative infrequency of closures, it would be difficult over the short to medium term
to economically justify a major highway project to primarily resolve reliability issues.
Road-Based Solutions
Road solutions best address long term reliability, safety and capacity issues, and are generally
the public's preference. However, all the highway options are costly and can have high
environmental impacts. The following four preferred highway options have been identified:


Widen existing alignment



Improve existing alignment



Near West



Niagara Main.

There is no option that performs either the best or the worst over all evaluation parameters. A
final decision on the selected option will require the consideration of trade-off costs, benefits and
impacts.
Express Bus Service
An Express Bus service over the Malahat will have limited benefits in resolving future
transportation issues. However, the implementation of this option warrants further discussion
with B.C. Transit, as it:


Provides another travel choice and diverts some traffic from the Malahat



Is supportive of the CRD TravelChoices strategy



Has moderate costs to initiate and can be introduced in a short time frame.

Short to Medium Term Improvements
Although localized improvements will not resolve the future transportation issues on the corridor,
there is still potential to improve levels of safety and reliability through measures such as:


Additional roadside and median barrier



Improved delineation



Additional laning



Enhanced RCMP enforcement, including additional enforcement bays.

Opportunities for such short to medium term measures should be identified and implemented as
funds become available.
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Regional Transportation Plan
Regional and local governments are proposing a regional transportation plan to integrate the
planning of the major highways in the CRD. If this initiative proceeds, the Province should
consider participation as it would provide a useful input to the form and timing of future major
improvements to the Malahat Corridor.
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